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ABSTRACT
Building accurate classifiers for predicting group membership is made difficult when data is skewed
or imbalanced which is typical of real world data sets. The classifier has the tendency to be biased
towards the over represented group as a result. This imbalance is considered a class imbalance
problem which will induce bias into the classifier particularly when the imbalance is high.
Class imbalance data usually suffers from data intrinsic properties beyond that of imbalance alone.
The problem is intensified with larger levels of imbalance most commonly found in observational
studies. Extreme cases of class imbalance are commonly found in many domains including fraud
detection, mammography of cancer and post term births. These rare events are usually the most
costly or have the highest level of risk associated with them and are therefore of most interest.
To combat class imbalance the machine learning community has relied upon embedded, data pre-
processing and ensemble learning approaches. Exploratory research has linked several factors that
perpetuate the issue of misclassification in class imbalanced data. However, there remains a lack
of understanding between the relationship of the learner and imbalanced data among the compet-
ing approaches. The current landscape of data preprocessing approaches have appeal due to the
ability to divide the problem space in two which allows for simpler models. However, most of
these approaches have little theoretical bases although in some cases there is empirical evidence
supporting the improvement.
The main goals of this research is to introduce newly proposed a priori based re-sampling methods
that improve concept learning within class imbalanced data. The results in this work highlight
the robustness of these techniques performance within publicly available data sets from different
domains containing various levels of imbalance. In this research the theoretical and empirical
reasons are explored and discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
The task of prediction has become synonymous with the term machine learning. The field of
machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence and sub-field of computer science which
attempts to have computers learn from data. Since most of the algorithms produced by machine
learning communities attempt to predict choices and decisions the term has evolved to take on a
much broader meaning as the study of predictive algorithms that learn from data.
The main objective for machine learning is to learn from data to predict the outcomes on new
data as deemed most like what has been observed in the past. This includes clustering like items,
defining rules or determining decision boundaries based on an observed data set. Successful appli-
cations of learning systems have include disciplines such as medical diagnosis, natural language
processing, image and speech recognition, robotics, music and mathematics [17, 11, 44, 72]
Two common approaches used to train systems include unsupervised and supervised learning tech-
niques [44, 49]. In supervised learning (figure 1.1) data is partitioned into at least two subsets. One
set is used as a training set to develop a model learned from the training data. The remaining set is
the test set used to evaluate the model. The predicted value from the test set is compared against
the known outcomes to validate its performance. This provides a mechanism to see how well the
model can predict against unseen data provided there are no fundamental differences. Selecting
additional subsets can also be used for refining model variables and cross validating parameter
choices within algorithms.
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Figure 1.1: Supervised Learning Process
One of the more common supervised learning tasks includes prediction of group membership
which is also called classification. In two group or binary classification the predicted outcome
of interest is limited to two discrete groups namely y ∈ {G0, G1}. The task of accurately pre-
dicting group membership is often difficult when dealing with large data sets that have a disparity
between the two groups. This imbalance is considered a class imbalance problem and it is com-
mon for real world data to have a degree of imbalance. Class imbalance is usually associated with
extremely skewed data although technically any disparity can be considered imbalance.
The most noticeable issue with class imbalance is that the learner or classifier tends to be biased
towards the over represented or majority group. Since the performance for prediction is based
on the number of correctly identified samples the performance metric may remain high although
the target of interest is group membership in the under represented or minority group. Exploratory
research has linked several factors that perpetuate the issue of misclassification in class imbalanced
data. However, there remains a lack of understanding between the relationship of the learner
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and imbalanced data among competing approaches. The current landscape of data preprocessing
approaches have appeal due to the ability to divide the problem space by first perturbing the original
data which allows secondly for building simpler models. However, most of these approaches
have little theoretical bases although in some cases there is empirical evidence supporting the
improvement.
Motivation
Classification problems typically fall into 4 categories ranging from full balance to one group
classification. In a two group scenario each group has members with similar characteristics ranging
in size from extreme imbalance ratios to full balance. When the ratio is really low and non members
of the majority group do not share characteristics the problem becomes an anomaly detection
problem which is different from class imbalance. Figure 1 depicts the spectrum of these ranges.
0%
One− Class
each− unique
AnomalyDetection
(0− 50%)
Imbalance
50%
FullBalance
Figure 1.2: Spectrum of the Imbalance Problem Space
To have a better understanding of the issue with class imbalance lets consider an example based on
a real world scenario involving fraud detection within a known class of fraud transactions. Assume
that our goal is to predict members of the fraud group. Observing past data provides evidence
that the disparity between groups has been observed to be as much as 100 to 1. Constructing
a classifier for prediction with a 99% accuracy is trivial if we simply classify all cases as non-
fraudulent regardless of the population size. However doing so does not aid in preventing fraud by
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early detection nor saving associated costs.
We can construct a cost benefit matrix outlining the different scenarios as shown in table 1.1.
Predicting an actual fraud case that is fraud can help save x dollars while predicting fraud occurred
when it did not results in money spent to investigate the case which we assume is << x. We can
say the cost is a fraction of what you would otherwise gain, x
y
. Correctly identifying non-fraudulent
cases give us no benefit while predicting non-fraud when fraud does occurs result in an expense or
cost of x.
Table 1.1: Cost Benefit Matrix
Prediction
Yes No
Fr
au
d Yes +x -x
No −x
y
0
The optimal scenario would be if we can correctly identify each case but that may not be feasible
so an alternative scenario is to increase the ability to identify cases which are actually fraud and
reduce those which are not fraud but are predicted to be. In a similar fashion to the cost benefit
matrix a confusion matrix can be constructed to provide the results of classification where each cell
corresponds to the amount that fell into that category. For example the cell with a benefit of +x
would correspond to the true positives, the cell with a cost of −x corresponds to false negatives,
the cell with a cost of −x
y
are false positives and the cell with no benefit/cost associated are true
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negatives. The expected values can be calculated in the discrete case as:
E(X, Y ) =
∑
i
∑
j
p{xi, yj} · xiyj =
∑
i
∑
j
p{yj} · p{xi|yj} · xiyj (1.1)
where i, j corresponds to the ith row and jth cell in the cost benefit matrix. In this case we can
produce the following expected value:
E(prediction, fraud) = (p{fraud = yes} · p{predicted = yes|fraud = yes} · x)
+(p{fraud = yes} · p{predicted = no|fraud = yes} · −x)
+(p{fraud = no} · p{predicted = yes|fraud = no} · −x
y
)
+(p{fraud = no} · p{predicted = no|fraud = no} · 0)
(1.2)
Using the 99% accuracy scenario where we automatically classify all examples as not fraud we
incur a cost of xn where n is the number of fraudulent transactions that do actually occur. In
general the under represented examples (p{fraud = yes}) provide the most benefit or cost.
Identifying just half correctly reduces the benefit/cost to 0 because xn
2
− xn
2
= 0. In general
increasing the benefit x depends on the accuracy of the classifier for detecting fraud cases, if
p{predicted = yes|fraud = yes} > p{predicted = no|fraud = yes} then the ability to predict
the target group correctly minimizes the cost spent and maximizes the costs saved. Thus the need
to properly identify the under represented group is worth studying.
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Current Approaches to Combat Class Imbalance
To combat class imbalance the machine learning community has relied upon three broad ap-
proaches which are discussed in detail in chapter 2 and briefly mentioned here. They are em-
bedded [45, 100, 27, 60], data preprocessing [101, 41, 29, 19, 47, 90, 39] and ensemble learning
[88, 91, 52, 90] approaches. All of these techniques are useful when collecting data is expensive
or difficult.
Embedded approaches attempt to change the internal properties of the learner to compensate for the
class imbalance. This includes the addition of loss or cost functions that attempt to re-weight both
majority and minority group observations, kernel based methods which apply kernel adjustment
techniques or the use of active learning.
Data preprocessing approaches attempt to preprocess the data before using a learner in order to
divide the problem space in two. These are also considered external since they occur externally
of the learner while embedded approaches occur internally. Typical preprocessing steps include
feature selection and re-sampling strategies comprised of both over and under-sampling.
Common over-sampling strategies have included focused re-sampling, random over-sampling (ROS),
adaptive synthetic (ADASYN) sampling and Synthetic Oversampling Minority Technique (SMOTE).
The most commonly researched approach for over-sampling is arguable SMOTE. Although SMOTE
has been combined with other techniques to improve class imbalance classification there is very
little research in competing approaches that use more than just the distance measures between
features alone. [43, 14, 65, 29, 47, 65, 70, 82, 92].
Under-sampling approaches have been empirically shown to greatly increase accuracy compared to
over-sampling or even a combination of over and under-sampling. However, the fundamental and
theoretical reasons why have not been fully explored or explained [99]. Common under-sampling
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techniques include random under-sampling (RUS), one sided selection (OSS), tomek links (TK),
condensed nearest neighborhood (CNN), edited nearest neighborhood (ENN) and neighborhood
cleaning rule (NCR).
The last group of approaches are ensemble learning techniques which implement a collection of
models and chooses the best approach which may include an aggregation of the best approaches.
Techniques such as bagging, random forest and boosting allow for ensembles to be individually
generated and weighted against other ensembles based on performance. Ensembles have become
exceedingly popular for dealing with class imbalance partly because they offer the ability for both
data preprocessing and embedded modification combinations.
It is important to mention that all of these above mentioned techniques represent baseline tech-
niques that have been extensively researched, combined and extended allowing for incremental
increases in performance.
Research Gaps
Over-sampling techniques have not been fully explored and current over-sampling approaches are
limited to either random sampling or to just some combination involving the SMOTE method.
Additionally, the techniques that do perform synthetically generated over-sampling as opposed
to duplicate samples are based on some modification to the SMOTE method. These techniques
usually rely solely on selecting some k nearest neighbor (knn) using the euclidean distance met-
ric which is often problematic for dealing with high dimensional data. In most of the empirical
studies reviewed there was not many that studied other commonly known distance metrics such as
Manhattan, Euclidean squared, Minkowski or Mahalanobis although it is trivial to consider.
The combination of techniques used for improving group membership prediction in class imbal-
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ance data have not successfully linked the data intrinsic problems that contribute to poor learning
performance with class imbalance data although they have been shown to empirically increase per-
formance. In general over-sampling usually performs poorly when compared to not applying any
technique at all. Of the sampling techniques that do perform better they limit themselves to manip-
ulating the over represented group by removing noise or the density of over represented samples.
Few of the commonly applied preprocessing techniques reviewed provided special consideration
of the under represented group.
Research Questions
In this research the use of a priori synthetic sampling techniques are proposed to increase perfor-
mance measures for under represented samples. Over-sampling using propensity scores has not
been studied in the past for improving classification of under represented samples. Propensity
scores represent the probability of group membership and incorporating this prior knowledge can
aid in classification of a targeted group. Further details of these algorithms are discussed in chapter
3.
The goals of this research is to provide answers to the following questions:
1. Can we improve upon the accuracy of under represented samples using a priori synthetic
over-sampling strategies?
(a) How do they perform on different classifiers?
(b) How do they perform on different class imbalance and sized data sets?
2. Can we provide a comprehensive data preprocessing framework by combining techniques
that can tackle data intrinsic issues with imbalance data?
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(a) How do they compare against individual or subset counterparts?
Research Limitations
In general constructing an algorithm that is both universally applicable and highly favorable in
many domains is difficult. The data sets used have been selected to help generalize across different
levels of imbalance and domains. The focus of this work is not on the data or parameters but on the
robustness of these algorithms. The algorithms used have been limited to a subset of algorithms
that are commonly found in the re-sampling literature. Since the goal is to focus on robustness
there is little emphasize on parameter tuning and data manipulation unless otherwise stated.
The term class imbalance has a connotation to it but there is no agreed upon definition offered in
literature that sheds light on to when should a data set be considered class imbalanced. For the
purposes of this study the term class imbalance will refer to any disparity between groups where
the target of interest is under represented with a ratio ≤ 35%. We more formally define our levels
of imbalance in table 4.1.
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Table 1.2: Imbalance Levels
Data Set % Minority
Extreme < 1 - 3 %
High 4 - 9 %
Medium 10 - 20 %
Low 21 - 35 %
The comparisons made are limited to selected preprocessing approaches although these techniques
can be incorporated into an ensemble. Since ensembles represent a special combination of models
these technique could be applied and then evaluated to other ensembles although that is not within
the scope of this particular study. Additionally, embedded approaches represent a completely dif-
ferent approach that was not considered particularly for two main reasons. First these approaches
produce more complex models and secondly preprocessing allows for more applicability. For this
reason comparing them was not considered although this does remain an open area of future re-
search to consider.
Dissertation Overview
This rest of this dissertation is outlined in the following way. Chapter 2 provides an overview
into the task of prediction, a literature review regarding data intrinsic properties that perpetuate
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class imbalance problems, proposed approaches that have been offered and alternative evaluation
metrics for imbalanced data.
The research methods used for this study including the a priori techniques to be used are discussed
in chapter 3. The proposed approaches are validated through the use of experiments against tech-
niques discussed in the literature review. Based on the theoretical rationale behind issues with
imbalanced data characteristics, combined techniques where also included.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter we provide an overview of the data intrinsic properties of imbalanced data, tech-
niques that have been developed for dealing with class imbalanced data and evaluation metrics for
imbalanced data. The data intrinsic properties that perpetuate the imbalanced data are discussed
in section 1. Discussing these properties outlines characteristics that need to be considered when
dealing with imbalanced data sets.
Section 2 provides a taxonomy of different techniques that improve group membership prediction
in imbalanced data. This will allow the reader to understand the research landscape that has been
explored. Section 3 provides a taxonomy of evaluation metrics that are used in evaluating the
performance of learners in the context of imbalanced data. Typical performance measures are
ineffective in imbalanced data set as they tend to favor the over represented group.
Classifiers or learners can be constructed in a number of ways but they can be generally grouped
into two categories which include global and local based learners. Local learners learn specific
rules in local regions while global learners learn a global rule. Local learners include rule based
learners such as decision trees and artificial neural networks and instance or case based learners like
knn. Global learners include algorithms like Support Vector Machine and Bayesian inspired and
based learners like logistic regression and LDA which model the data using joint and conditional
probability of group membership.
For binary classification, learners will construct decision boundaries which separate the data into
two mutually exclusive groups. This is usually represented by a line in 2 dimensions or a hyper
plane in dimension greater than 2. More complex algorithms can have the ability to create non
linear decision boundaries depending on the parameters and the problem formation. When a small
change to a given instance has the ability to greatly impact the decision boundary the learner is
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considered in-stable [49].
Data Intrinsic Properties of Imbalanced Data
With any real world data there is often difficulty in creating prediction models that are highly ac-
curate. In classification of outcomes there is typically a large disparity between the amount of
observations collected from equally represented groups or classes. This makes the task of ac-
curately predicting group membership on new data difficult. The problem of disparity between
groups is called class imbalance.
In this section we discuss the data intrinsic properties that have been studied which contribute to
the class imbalance problem. Figure 2.1 depicts a class imbalance between two groups where the
positive examples are outnumbered by the amount of negative examples in the data set.
Figure 2.1: Class Imbalance Data
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Class imbalance is a common property of real world data sets but the issue with class imbal-
ance is that the classifier tends to classify new observations as belonging to the over represented
group or majority group because of the inherit bias. The problem is intensified with larger levels
of imbalance most commonly found in observational studies. Extreme cases of class imbalance
are commonly found in fraud detection, mammography of cancerous cells and post term births.
Reported cases of imbalance have been as extreme as 100,000 to 1 [19, 22, 62, 91, 67].
Another inherit problem in class imbalance classification is that the classifiers will usually contain
high prediction accuracy because the under represented group is so small thus nullifying the mis-
classification cost of those observations since the impact is not noticeable. In most cases the target
of interest is prediction of the under represented group which results in poor predictability.
The first major study to evaluate class imbalance was conducted in 2000. Japkowicz performed
experiments on 125 randomly (using uniform distribution) synthesized data sets with varying de-
grees in complexity, training set size and imbalance in order to search for factors that impact class
imbalance data. Using multilayer perceptron networks they identified that domains that contained
linearly separable data sets did not suffer misclassification from imbalance. Second, the degree
of complexity increases with the level of imbalance and lastly that the error rate is subject to the
proportion of imbalance.
Further studies followed suit in highlighting additional reasons why classifiers perform poorly.
These include inappropriate metrics for highly class imbalanced data, lack of generalization of
classification rules for minority examples and the view of minority examples as noise. Data intrin-
sic properties that perpetuate the class imbalance problem include the degree of class imbalance,
complexity of the target concept and the classifier involved [50, 94, 95, 63, 74, 32, 42]. The next
few sections provide a further overview of these characteristics.
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Disjunction
In typical data the minority group will be represented as small disjuncts overwhelmingly sur-
rounded by majority cases. disjuncts represent clusters spread throughout the data. The size of
a disjunct are represented by the amount of observations that it correctly classifies and small dis-
juncts represent a small region were only few training examples predict correctly. Small disjuncts
have been shown to have higher errors rates compared to large disjuncts which also tend to con-
tribute significantly to the total test error [94]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the small disjuncts found
within a data set as the circled areas of minority observations scattered throughout the entire data
set.
Figure 2.2: Example of Small Disjuntcs in Data
Small disjuncts may appear as noise and most classifiers use induction to represent small disjuncts
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as a rule. In general there is a lack of information to provide for good generalizations. For instance
a classification tree will typically represent each disjunct as a leaf or a given decision at a certain
path. The smaller the disjunct the more error prone the classier tends to be [76, 94, 95, 63]. This
inherit problem has been of much study and part of whats been considered the data difficulty factor
in dealing with imbalanced data sets [86].
Weiss argues that small disjuncts produce higher error rates compared to large disjuncts which is
strongly associated with class imbalance [94]. However the true relationship between them remain
uncertain and most research related to disjuncts have typically used decision tree classification
algorithms with pruning to provide broader generalization coverage. These algorithms remain
highly subject to this problem while other classification algorithms are considered less prone to the
issue.
Lack of Data
In general the concept of interest suffers from lack or information since there are so few samples.
This usually leads to weaker rules for classification and is often times intensified with highly
dimensional data. [32, 95, 63]
The rules induced become too specific which often lead to over-fitting if the learner does not al-
ready consider the small sample size as noise. These specific rules do not generalize well on newer
instances. Lastly this also may introduce small disjuncts which in itself has issues as previously
mentioned.
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Class Overlap
Regions that contain a similar density of observations from both classes are considered overlapped.
In 2004, Prait et al. performed experiments on synthetic data sets to measure the degree of class
imbalance versus class overlap using 10 artificial domains of 5 attributes consistent of 10,0000
instance with varying degrees of class imbalance. They studied degrees of distance of the data
between centroids using the C4.5 decision tree leaner and discovered that when the centroid of the
minority group lies within 3 standard deviations of the majority set it begins to impact performance
while remaining further away has little effect. Although the distance between classes is most rele-
vant, there is notable degradation in performance between highly imbalanced data sets compared
to the low imbalanced data set counterparts within the same distance.
In 2010 Denil and Trappenberg followed suit by also creating synthetic data sets to further study
the class overlap problem using SVM classifiers. Their results also support the claim that the
degree of overlap greatly impacts the performance more so than the prior probabilities but not as
much as the imbalance ratio provided that the priors lie within the same distance [32, 63, 74, 26].
Additionally the class imbalance and class overlap are not necessarily independent of one another
so there is a need to deal with both simultaneously in order to overcome class imbalance.
Another area of concern closely related to class overlap are observations that lie close to the border
of the decision boundary. Borderline examples suffer from the same issues as class overlap partic-
ularly because they tend to sit in the overlap region. Another side effect of borderline examples is
that the classifier may tend to view them as noise. These borderline or class overlap examples are
often termed ”unsafe” while those that remain in homogeneous spaces are deemed ”safe” because
of difficulty in classifying them.
Figure 2.3 depicts observations that are both overlapping and near the decision boundary. The solid
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line represents a decision boundary where the items above the line are considered positive examples
and items below the line are considered negative examples. Some of the negative examples are
above the line and some of the positive examples are below the line. These would usually result in
observations that become classified incorrectly by the classifier as a result of learning rules from
the entire set.
Figure 2.3: Example of Class Overlap and Borderline Observations in Data
Noisy Data
Noisy data impacts the learner greatly for the minority observations compared to the over repre-
sented group. The noise dense areas appear as small disjuncts and will tend to cause the learner
to over-fit the data. Noise handling techniques can help manage noise but at the cost of removing
both noise and noise free samples resulting in an even lesser representation by the under repre-
sented group.
Noise impacts the leaner in a much greater way then any imbalance although the larger the im-
balance the more of an issue it is. Further studies show that under-sampling seem to produce the
best results in general and that Bayesian and SVM classifiers tend to outperform rule induced and
instance based learning algorithms when dealing with noisy imbalanced data on average [85].
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Data Set Shift
Data set shift also termed concept drift, can be best described as when the training and test cases
follow different distributions as a result of sample selection bias. Most real world data sets have
some degree of data set shift although many classifiers are not impacted when the degree is small
[32, 63].
Weiss proposed the following techniques for dealing with class imbalance: obtaining additional
training data, using more appropriate inductive bias, use more appropriate measure of performance,
use none greedy search techniques, use human interaction and employ boosting [95].
Obtaining more data is often times difficult. However it is still possible that one would have a
larger degree of imbalance to contend with so knowing the appropriate amount needed is difficult
and would still remain a challenge. Using inductive strategies to eliminate small disjuncts could be
accomplished by using significance testing and adjusting for the bias. However, the main concern
with these approaches is that they too tend to degrade the overall performance of the classifier.
Non greedy search techniques has attracted a lot of attention including the use of genetic algorithms
that have proven to be successful. The major issue with searching or even human involvement
becomes when the data sets become extremely large because the computation and involvement
may become overly complex and too demanding for the user. This problem will only intensify as
big data becomes more prevalent.
Standard Classification Algorithms
In this section we provide a brief outline of the prediction task along with commonly used learning
algorithms for predicting group membership. We will provide the mathematical description and
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rationale behind the more commonly used algorithms. Discussing these techniques will help the
reader understand more about the classification task along with its issues in class imbalanced learn-
ing. We begin by first describing the prediction estimation techniques formulated for performing
classification.
Prediction Estimation
The general abstract form for prediction is:
yˆ = f(x1, x2, ..., xk) (2.1)
Where f is a function that maps a set of attributes from a given input x to an expected value yˆ. The
goal for machine (predictive) learning is to produce accurate mappings based on previously solved
cases typically known as a training set [36, 35, 34, 13].
Applying mappings is done by assigning coefficients β to each input xi which represents a weight-
ing of the relationship from that input to the outcome of interest. In the two group case the outcome
of interest is usually represented as y ∈ {0, 1}. Determining the appropriate coefficient or param-
eter for mapping inputs is accomplished in a few ways but we present two of the most common
approaches, least squares estimation (LSE) and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
The least squares technique approaches parameter estimation by using optimization techniques in
order to minimize the residuals between the actual and expected value using the square loss func-
tion [69]. Maximum likelihood seeks the parameter values that are most likely to have produced
the data. Maximum likelihood is more commonly known and used in the field of statistics as a
parametric approach to parameter estimation while the least squares approach is heavily used in
machine learning communities.
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Least Square Estimation Approach
Least square estimation is arguably the most popular and well known optimization function for
prediction. Formally:
SSE =
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 (2.2)
Where yi represents the actual value of the ith training example and yˆi represents the expected or
predicted value for the ith training example.
To determine the coefficients β needed to derive the prediction model we design the formula that
best minimizes the distance from the outcome variable to the expected outcome. In other words,
the objective is to minimize the residual difference between the expected values and the actual
values using existing examples. For example let yˆ = fβ(x) be the function that maps the features
and weights of ~X to a predicted or expected value yˆ, leading to the least squares approach for
parameter estimation:
arg minβ
n∑
i=1
(yi − fβ(xi))2 (2.3)
Or secondly using matrix algebra as
arg minβ(Y −Xβ)T (Y −Xβ) (2.4)
Where Y, β ∈ Rk and X ∈ Rk×n. The intercept term denoted a in equation 2.3 is included in the
matrix X as an additional column for simplicity. In equation 2.3 minimizing β is equivalent to
finding the partial derivatives for each weight, setting the equation to 0 and solving from each β.
For example:
∂ arg minβ
∂β
=
n∑
i=1
−2xi(yi − a− βxi) = (2.5)
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−2
n∑
i=1
yixi − axi − βxi2 = (2.6)
−2
n∑
i=1
yixi − axi = −2
n∑
i=1
βxi
2 = (2.7)
∑n
i=1 yixi − axi∑n
i=1 xi
2
= β (2.8)
And in matrix algebra form for equation 2.4,
∂ arg minβ
∂β
= Y TY − 2βTXTY + βXTXβ = (2.9)
βXTX = XTY = (2.10)
β = (XTX)−1XTY (2.11)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation Approach
Before providing the mathematical rational an example is given to illustrate the concept. Given a 6
and 12 sided die with each side numbered from 1 to n sides; having been informed that the number
produced from rolling one of the dice is 3 which die was used in the roll? Rolling a 3 on the 6 sided
die yields a 1
6
chance compared to the 12 sided die 1
12
. Thus the maximum likelihood approach
would assume that the 6 sided die was used since it has the highest probability of occurring. LSE
and MLE for normally distributed data produce the same parameter estimates [69].
We start with a probability density function (PDF) f(y|β) for each value of observations y =
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y1, y2, · · · , yn , where y represents the outcome value and β represents the weights for each obser-
vation we wish to estimate. If the individual observations are statistically independent the PDF for
the data can be expressed as a multiplication of PDFs for each observation,
f(y|β) =
n∏
i=1
f(yi|β) (2.12)
MLE then attempts to find the one PDF that is most likely to have produced the data. This is done
by the likelihood function which reverses the roles of the data and weights leading to,
`(β|y) =
n∏
i=1
f(yi|β) (2.13)
Typically data is determined to come from a distribution and for the sake of demonstrating why the
least squares approach has the same form as the MLE approach for normally distributed data we
will assume a normal distribution. In most cases this assumption is used heavily in statistics since
it’s usually difficult to know the distribution of the actual process that generated the data. The PDF
for normal or Gaussian distribution is defined as,
f(x, µ, σ2) =
1√
2piσ2
e
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 (2.14)
Where x is the actual value, µ is the mean or expected value and σ2 is the variance. x is equivalent
to the actual value of the observed sample, thus we can substitute them and represent them using
equation 2.13 as
`(β|y) =
n∏
i=1
1√
2piσ2
e
−(yi−(a+βxi))2
2σ2 (2.15)
The log likelihood can be used since the log is a monotonically increasing function and maximizing
the log likelihood is the same as maximizing the likelihood and it makes the calculation a bit more
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manageable,
L(β|y) =
n∑
i=1
−(yi − (a+ βxi))2
2σ2
− ln
√
2piσ2 (2.16)
We then solve for the weights using partial derivatives hence,
∂L(β|y)
∂β
=
−1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
−(yi − (a+ βxi))2 = (2.17)
−1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
−2xi(yi − (a+ βxi)) = (2.18)
1
σ2
n∑
i=1
yixi − axi − βx2i = (2.19)
1
σ2
n∑
i=1
yixi − axi = 1
σ2
n∑
i=1
βx2i = (2.20)
∑n
i=1 yixi − axi∑n
i=1 xi
2
= β (2.21)
Thus equation 2.21 results in the same form as the least square approach shown in equation 2.7
The typical approach for prediction with classification uses a maximum likelihood estimation ap-
proach. We start with one of the earlier classification methods first used, Fishers Linear Discrimi-
nate analysis (LDA).
Fisher’s Linear Discriminate Analysis
Fishers linear discriminant method (LDA) is known as a generative model which looks for a linear
combination of features and transforms them into a lower dimension before performing classifica-
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tion. This method is based on a Bayesian approach which combines the posterior probability and
the prior probability, formally:
p{g|x} = p{g}p{x|g}∑n
i=1 p{gi}p{x|gi}
(2.22)
Where p{g} is the prior probability of group g and p{x|g} is the probability of x given group g, or
the posterior probability. We then assign x to the group g1 which satisfies p{g1|x} > p{g1···n|x}.
Since the denominator is the same fore each group and does not affect the outcome it can be
omitted to make the calculation simpler,
f(g|x) = p{g}p{x|g} (2.23)
Since we assume a normal distribution we can add our Gaussian distribution to solve for
f(g|x) = p{g} 1√
2piσ2
e
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 (2.24)
Or in the multivariate case
f(g|x) = p{g} 1√
(2pi)k|S|e
−1
2
(x−µ)TS−1(x−µ) (2.25)
Where S−1 is the pooled covariance matrix and is the same for all groups and µ is the group mean.
In the two group case we look at the log odds ratio,
log(
f(g1|x)
f(g2|x)) = log(
p{g1}
p{g2})−
1
2
(x− µ1)TS−1(x− µ1) + 1
2
(x− µ2)TS−1(x− µ2) = (2.26)
log(
p{g1}
p{g2}) + 2S
−1((−xTx+ 2xTµ1 − µT1 µ1) + (xTx− 2xTµ2 + µT2 µ2)) = (2.27)
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log(
p{g1}
p{g2}) + 2S
−1(−xTx+ 2xTµ1 − µT1 µ1 + xTx− 2xTµ2 + µT2 µ2) = (2.28)
log(
p{g1}
p{g2}) + 2S
−1((2xTµ1 − 2xTµ2) + (−µT1 µ1 + µT2 µ2)) = (2.29)
log(
p{g1}
p{g2}) + x
TS−1(µ1 − µ2)− 1
2
(µ1 + µ2)
2 + S−1(µ1 − µ2) (2.30)
In the two group case, the log likelihood ratio gives the estimated weights as a linear function of x
, visually this can be seen as
βx+ a = log(
p{g1}
p{g2}) + x
TS−1(µ1 − µ2)− 1
2
(µ1 + µ2)
2 + S−1(µ1 − µ2) (2.31)
Where 
a = log(p{g1}
p{g2})− 12(µ1 + µ2)2 + S−1(µ1 − µ2)
β = S−1(µ1 − µ2)
(2.32)
This is nice because we can easily classify groups using a closed form solution that is simple to
derive. I’s also possible to derive a quadratic form if the covariance matrix is estimated separately
for each class. Thus returning to the multivariate Gaussian distribution as shown in equation 2.25
and removing constants it can be rewritten as
L(x, β) = −1
2
log(|S|) + log(p{g})− 1
2
(x− µ)TS−1(x− µ) (2.33)
An important note is that these algorithms assume that the group sizes are the same for the covari-
ance calculation. If they are different then a pooled covariance matrix needs to have the weights
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applied to it which is equivalent to multiplying the group by the number of observations for that
group divided by all observations.
In imbalanced data the minority group is not well represented and the bias from similar properties
in majority group members tend to be more prevalent thus the bias will cause misclassification in
the minority group members.
Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a discriminative model fundamentally derived from LDA. Logistic regression
uses the MLE approach for parameter estimation. Returning to our ratio as was previously stated
in LDA, log(p{g1|x}
p{g2|x}) = β
Tx+a produces the estimated weights and represents a linear relationship
to x. Logistic regression differs from LDA in that it models the relationship in terms of conditional
probability of the one group as opposed to both groups,
log(
p{g1|x}
p{g2|x}) = log(
p{g1|x}
1− p{g1|x}) (2.34)
Since the sum of the probability for both groups = 1 this equation holds. The posterior probability
can also be represented as follows after taking e to both sides,
p{g1|x}
1− p{g1|x} = e
βT x+a (2.35)
Solving for p{g1|x}:
p{g1|x} = e
βT x+a
1 + eβT x+a
=
1
1 + e−βT x+a
(2.36)
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This can now be represented in terms of a Bernoulli distribution for each observation for the two
class case e.g.
f(k, p) = pk(1− p)1−k (2.37)
Where k ∈ {0, 1} and p represents a probability hence p{g1|x}. Finding the MLE requires taking
the first derivative to evaluate the critical points and taking the second derivative to determine
if the critical point is a maximum or minimum. Rewriting in terms of likelihood `(x, β) for n
observations:
n∏
i
p{gi|x}gi(1− p{g1|x})1−gi =
n∏
i
(
p{gi|x}
1− p{gi|x})
gi(1− p{gi|x}) (2.38)
Then plug in the probability resulting in the following:
`(x, β) =
n∏
i
(eβ
T x+a)gi(1− e
βT x+a
1 + eβT x+a
) (2.39)
Taking the log it can now be rewritten as the log likelihood function:
L(x, β) =
n∑
i
g1(β
Tx+ a)− log(1 + eβT x+a) (2.40)
Finding the best values for the weights means taking the first derivative and converts the function
thus
∂L(x, β)
∂β
=
n∑
i
(gix)− 1
1 + eβT x+a
· ∂
∂β
n∑
i
(1 + eβ
T x+a) = (2.41)
n∑
i
(gix)− 1
1 + eβT x+a
eβ
T x+a · ∂
∂β
n∑
i
(βTx+ a) = (2.42)
n∑
i
(gix)− 1
1 + eβT x+a
eβ
T x+a · x = (2.43)
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n∑
i
x(gi − 1
1 + eβT x+a
eβ
T x+a) (2.44)
With the critical points established, calculate the second derivative in order to determine whether
it’s a minimum or a maximum.
∂L(x, β)
∂β
=
n∑
i
x(gi − 1
1 + eβT x+a
eβ
T x+a) = (2.45)
n∑
i
−x(((1 + e
βT x+a) · eβT x+a · x)− (eβT x+a · eβT x+a · x)
(1 + eβT x+a)2
) = (2.46)
−
n∑
i
xTx · e
βT x+a
(1 + eβT x+a)2
· 1
(1 + eβT x+a)2
(2.47)
Since the 2nd derivative is negative definite this would be equivalent to the highest probability of
occurrence.
Finding the global minimum is accomplished by using a numerical estimation technique which is
not discussed in this work. For a comprehensive list of available optimization techniques the reader
should consider the work of Chong et al [20].
Parameter estimation for classification using MLE produces a final probability and the threshold
amount for classification need not necessarily be .5. Depending on the context it may be desir-
able to be very restrictive in your classification such as in the case of diagnosing some terminal
condition. In which case classifying a patient with .9 or 90% accuracy may be better than classify-
ing lower and having a higher amount of false positives. These issues are more prevalent in class
imbalance data thus learners that use the MLE approach can be tuned to account for some of the
imbalance by restricting the classification threshold.
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The imbalance issue for LDA similarly impact logstic regression, that being the smaller represented
inputs may appear similar to the over represented counter parts. This in turn causes misclassifica-
tion due to the high bias.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVM), often referred to as a large margin classifier uses a support vector
derived from equally represented groups by choosing points closest to the decision boundary also
known as the hyper plane to create support planes as shown in figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Support Vector Machine [15]
For two group classification the support planes are defined as anything in group 1 is equivalent to
wx+ b ≥ 1 and anything in the other group is equivalent to wx+ b ≤ −1. Where w represents the
weight for input x and b represents the intercept term. The margin or distance between the support
vector planes is defined as 2||w|| [15, 64, 54].
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The objective is to minimize the vector norm ||w|| with the condition that there are no points
between the support hyper planes, e.g.
arg min 1
2
||w||2
s.t. y(wT θ(x) + b) ≥ 1
(2.48)
Where θ(x) is a kernel function which maps x into a higher dimension if not linear and y is the
training data outcome of belonging to either group 1 or group 2 and has only the two possible values
that it can take on {1,−1}. This will cause any data point to head in the appropriate direction when
used. The division by 2 or multiplication by a half is used to simplify the calculations later on.
It’s typical for machine learning algorithms to utilize simplification techniques when computation
might affect computer resources.
SVM typically employs a quadratic programming technique based on The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
condition which uses the Lagrange multiplier method generalization [20]. Essentially we transform
our problem to solve those conditions. We first use the Lagrange multiplier method to subtract the
first function by the constraint function,
L(w, b, α) =
1
2
||w||2 −
l∑
i
α[yi(w
T θ(xi) + b)− 1] (2.49)
Where α is known as the Lagrange multiplier. We then minimize L(w, b, α) with respect to w and
b having α constrained hence,
∂L(w, b, α)
∂w
=
1
2
||w||2 −
l∑
i
α[yi(w
T θ(xi) + b)− 1] = (2.50)
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w =
l∑
i
αiyiθ(xi) (2.51)
and for b we have
0 =
l∑
i
αiyi (2.52)
We then take our result for w and b and then plug it back into L(w, b, α) and simplify equation 2.49
L(w, b, α) =
l∑
i
αi − 1
2
l∑
ij
αiyiαjyjθ(xi)
T θ(xj) (2.53)
This then leads to the dual optimization problem,
arg max W (α) =
∑l
i αi − 12
∑l
ij αiαjyiyjf(xi, xj)
s.t.
∑l
i αiyi = 0
0 ≤ αi,
(2.54)
Where the function f is used to denote the dot product of xi and xj . We can then use an optimiza-
tion algorithm to further solve.
One other aspect of SVM is that there is a technique for handling nonlinear separation called the
kernel trick. By using a kernel function we can then achieve nonlinear separation by replacing the
function f in equation 2.54 with any function we like e.g. Sigmoidal, polynomial, radial basis or
perceptron to name a few [36, 49].
This also implies that the use of different kernels may be used when the decision boundary is
not necessarily linear or for finding small clusters such as in the case with class imbalanced data.
Proposed approaches to class imbalance specific to using SVM are discussed further on [31, 10].
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In general SVM’s are believed to be less prone to class imbalance since boundaries between classes
are calculated using only the support vectors. However, they still have a tendency to be biased
towards the over represented group since these classifiers are not constructed to be sensitive to the
imbalance thus they favor the majority group since correctly classifying them decreases the overall
error rate and creates the largest margin.
Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks are based on the concept of the central neural system in the brain where
each neuron is represented as a function called an activation function, typically a perceptron, which
produces a binary representation. The layout of most artificial Neural Networks consists of at least
3 layers of activation functions consisting of an input, hidden and output layer, although there is no
requirement that this be the case [11, 73]. Two most notable kinds of Artificial Neural Networks in-
cludes radial basis function networks (RBF) and feed-forward back propagation networks. Figure
2.5 shows the topology for an artificial neural network.
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Figure 2.5: Artificial Neural Network
The output layer nodes represent the final classification outcome. The input layer nodes represent
the attributes for the input. The hidden layer typically includes k+1 nodes where k represents the
number of attributes. Each edge or arrow is a weight that gets applied as you go from one node
to the next. The activation functions can be represented by various functions such as perceptron,
radial based or sigmoid functions (logistic units) which are commonly used.
The cost function equation for parameter estimation is equivalent to minimizing the following:
− 1
m
[
∑
l
∑
k
ykllog(hθ(xi))k + (1− ki)log(1− hθ(xi))k] + λ
2m
∑
l
∑
i
∑
j
(θlji)
2 (2.55)
Where l represents the amount of layers for the chosen network, k represents the amount of nodes
in the network, m is the number of examples, θ is the weight applied to each parameter and hθ(xi)
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is the chosen activation function applied to example xi.
A key feature of neural networks is that they learn the relationship between inputs and output
through training e.g. forward and back propagation. In other words it learns its features on its own.
One drawback to this approach is that depending on the network the calculations can become very
complicated and can be difficult to interpret. One problematic issue with using Neural Networks
with imbalanced data sets is that the under represented groups are inadequately weighted in the
network.
Techniques for Dealing with Imbalanced Data
To combat class imbalance the machine learning community has relied upon three broad ap-
proaches which consist of embedded [45, 100, 27, 60], data preprocessing [101, 41, 29, 19, 47,
90, 39] and ensemble learning [88, 91, 52, 90] approaches.
In this section we outline previous work in dealing with class imbalanced data by briefly discussing
embedded and ensemble approaches. Because of the interest in preprocessing techniques a more
thorough review of these techniques are provided along with the taxonomies of the more commonly
used approaches.
Embedded Approaches
Embedded approaches represent techniques that are usually implemented within the learner itself
or during the learning phase and may be considered an internal approach. This would include
techniques that apply and adjust weights or include a loss function to different samples as well
as learners that inherently apply some sub-sampling selection technique. Active learning, kernel
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based methods and cost assignment approaches fall into this category.
Active Learning
Active learning is a special type of semi supervised learning that allows user querying for label
decisions. As part of this approach active learning will take sub-samples of existing data. It typ-
ically retains samples closest to the decision boundary thus sub-sampling evenly between groups
[4]. Active learning will greatly reduce the effects of imbalance but that does not mean that it will
remove all the bias or guarantee improved accuracy in the under represented group.
In active learning the model is involved in selecting samples from a large pool of observations
for labeling purposes and both theoretical and empirical results have shown that active learning
results in highly accurate models as a result. However, these models still need to be properly tuned
in order to handle class imbalanced data otherwise they will tend to inherit bias for the majority
group simply because there are many more samples to choose from.
Among the most popular approaches for handling class imbalance include density sensitive ap-
proaches comprised mostly of heuristic based techniques. Heuristic based approaches use the
entire pool of example data and assign a utility score U(x) denoting the improvement gained from
training on that instance based on some geometric properties of the data. Popular heuristics include
information density on similarity as defined in 2.56:
Um(x) = U(x)(
1
|X|
n∑
i
sim(x, xi|x 6= xi))β (2.56)
Where β is the hyper-parameter controlling the trade off between the utility scoreU(x) and the sim-
ilarity score sim(x, xi). Other heuristic based approaches include conditional probability of group
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membership Um(x) = (1 − |p(y|x)|)p(x) or similarly weighted using variations of probabilistic
and similarity schemes. A number of improvements to active learning for handling imbalanced
data have been researched that typically involve a similarity scoring metric based on covariates
distance, cost assignments and even the use of entropy to help combat class imbalance within
active learning communities [4].
Kernel Based methods
Support vector machines represent one of the core machine learning techniques that have been
widely researched. These robust classifiers seem to be less sensitive to class imbalance compared to
other learners when the classes are separable. As a result there has been a large amount of research
utilizing SVM modifications to deal with the class imbalance problem. As previously mentioned,
they have the interesting property of using kernel functions in order to perform a mapping of input
attributes into a dot product space that allows for the use of many kernel types.
Wu and Chang proposed a class boundary alignment algorithm that adjusted the kernel based on
the spatial distribution of the support vectors and class skew [96, 97] which was soon followed by
other adjustment types including kernel target alignment, margin calibration and additional kernel
modification methods which typically employ some type of loss function into the algorithm as a
way of dealing with the class imbalance [10, 66, 96, 97, 57, 30, 3].
Kernel methods are not limited exclusively to SVM algorithms. Kernels are also used in Neural
networks and other deep learning schemes. The kernels themselves usually implement cost based
approaches which attempt to account for the importance of certain instances within the learner
themselves.
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Cost Assignment Approaches
This approach uses a cost or loss function for the model in order to correct class imbalance. Both
the over and under represented groups have different costs applied. The goal is to shift the weight
of the classifier to the under represented group thereby removing bias. The optimal prediction is
thus defined by ∑
j
P{j|x}C(i, j, x) (2.57)
Where P{j|x} is the probability of observation x belonging to class j and C(i, j, x) represents the
cost for predicting class i for each example x when the true class is j. The most difficult part is
knowing the cost assignment as it may be different for every example even though the calculation
formation is straight forward. A cost matrix indicating the overall benefit is usually denoted in
table 2
Table 2.1: Cost Matrix
Prediction
Positive Negative
A
ct
ua
l Positive C(1,1) C(0,1)
Negative C(1,0) C(0,0)
The most common approach is to assign the loss function in the problem formulation and then use
the new formula on the training set. These approaches have been successfully applied to neural
networks, SVMs, Naive Bayes and decision trees. Studies have empirically shown to increase the
prediction accuracy of the under represented examples compared to just using the original learner
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alone [55, 59, 60, 27, 100, 6].
Cost approaches can be divided into two parts direct costs and cost sensitive meta learning. Di-
rect cost approaches alter the learner while meta learning approaches manipulate the training set
instead. Meta learning methods can be further subdivided into sampling, threshold and MetaCosts
approaches [59]. MetaCost methods attempt to change the label of the misclassified example to its
optimal class as would be using equation 2.57. Sampling techniques are discussed further on and
threshold approaches modify the decision threshold to account for the imbalance.
As examples of direct cost approaches, Lakshmanan et al. and Ma et al. proposed Fuzzy support
vector machine approaches which apply different fuzzy membership values to account for noise
and outliers as well as class imbalance into the original problem formulation [66, 57]
Akbani et al. proposed a combination of cost sensitive techniques for constructing an SVM learner
with a combination of re-sampling and applied error cost for comparison [3]. Kretzschmar et al.
proposed costs for each node in a neural network using marginal probabilities of a given label to
control both class balance and variance [55]. Liu et al. proposed a combination of cost sensitivity
and imbalance re-scale ratios [60]. All of these approaches fall under meta learning.
Boosting is another approach that falls within this category although it is an ensemble method.
Boosting is an iterative algorithm that assigns weights to each training sample. For each iteration
weights for incorrectly classified examples are raised while the weights with the correctly classified
example are lowered. Boosting is typically a part of ensemble learning which is discussed further
on.
One benefit to a cost sensitive approach is the ability to create local and global costs that can be
applied in fuzzy systems with different hierarchical fuzzy regions that assign costs to particular
partitions were misclassification is higher. One potential conflict is that this approach is algorithm
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specific and it may not transfer well to other classifiers thus it can become highly specialized and
difficult to maintain as costs change over time.
Figure 2.6: Taxonomy of Embedded Techniques
Figure 2.6 provides a taxonomy of Embedded approaches that have been used for class imbalanced
classification. This list is not comprehensive but is meant to demonstrate various techniques that
have been applied.
Data preprocessing Approaches
Data preprocessing approaches are techniques that modify the training set before learning takes
place and can also be considered external approaches. These techniques are usually the most sim-
ple to implement and empirical studies have demonstrated increased accuracy of group prediction.
A benefit of data preprocessing is that it allows for the researcher to divide the prediction task into
two: the first is dealing with the data intrinsic properties that make class imbalance prediction dif-
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ficult and the second is the ability of fine tuning the learner. This allows for a divide and conquer
approach which makes problems easier to work on [50].
In general active learning and kernel based approaches still have the issue of inherit bias towards
the majority group. Cost based approaches are difficult to asses and the cost of misclassificaiton
is typically not known before hand. Data preprocessing approaches, although difficult to tune are
both simple to implement and easy understand [47, 24].
Feature Selection
The goal in feature selection is to select the subset of features j ⊂ k that provide the most optimal
classification of a particular target concept while hopefully discarding those features which are not
relevant. High dimensional data makes the classification task difficult and reducing the feature size
is a way to reduce that complexity.
Feature selection falls into 3 broad categories, wrappers, filter and embedded models [89, 40].
Embedded models implement feature learning and classification simultaneously, wrapper methods
evaluate a subset of features via building models followed by performance evaluation and filters
use mathematical models to evaluate features. A noticeable issue with wrappers and embedded
methods are that they have a running complexity of O(2n) which become intractable in highly
dimensional data.
Feature selection is a necessary step in any machine learning process but empirical studies have
used feature selection as a way to also combat class imbalance by simply targeting the features that
are most relevant for both groups independently and then combining them in a way that generalized
well on new data. This suggests that a good feature selection approach provides good separation
between groups although this is arguable considering that class imbalance includes additional data
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intrinsic properties that one must also consider [93].
One reason for pursuing feature selection over re-sampling schemes is that re-sampling may not
be the most appropriate approach given the domain. For example in a patient level setting it may
not be acceptable to over-sample because it may make many more comparisons to cases that are
not actually true and if under-sampling is employed then patients may get omitted.
Re-sampling
Re-sampling techniques offer simple alternatives to dealing with class imbalance that are easy
to implement and understand. Re-sampling consists of both over and under-sampling data. In
over-sampling, new data is created from the under represented group in order to closely match
the over represented group size. Under-sampling will reduce samples in order to also match the
under represented groups. Predictive algorithms can be applied without the need to apply any
modifications allowing for simpler models. Re-sampling techniques remain an area for further
exploration and refinement.
Over-Sampling
Current research provides four main over-sampling techniques which have inspired the exploration
of modified versions. These are focused re-sampling, random over-sampling (ROS), adaptive syn-
thetic (ADASYN) sampling and Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). Focused
sampling uses both over and under-sampling while SMOTE, ADASYN and random over-sampling
are strictly an over-sampling scheme although SMOTE was originally proposed with a combina-
tion of random under sampling.
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Random (ROS) and Focused Re-Sampling
Random over-sampling chooses observations at random typically using a uniform distribution to
over-sample. The new samples remain exact copies that just become duplicated for the purposes
of balancing the data. This can be done with or without replacement.
With replacement makes the already sample available to be selected and sampled again. Without
replacement does not allow for that sample to be sampled again. There of course can also be an
imposed replacement limit. One limitation to using exact copies is that it has the propensity to
cause over-fitting which means it does not generalize well on new data.
In focused Re-sampling minority group observations that lie close to the decision boundary are
over-sampled while members of the majority group that lie furthest away from the decision bound-
ary are retained. The over-sampled observations are usually duplicated and not synthetically al-
tered in this approach thus there is a high tendency for over-fitting as well.
An extensions to focused re-sampling, selective preprocessing of imbalanced data (SPIDER) pro-
vides a two stage approach to re-sampling[87]. First noise is removed then local characteristics
allow for copies of minority examples to be created to balance the data.
As an example let S represent the set of all examples, l ⊂ S represents the subset of examples in
the minority group and m ⊂ S represent the subset of examples in the majority group. First each
observation in S is flagged as either “safe” if classifying 3 k nearest neighbors (knn) can be done
correctly, otherwise its flagged as “noisy”.
For each xi ∈ l flagged as noise it creates “safe copies” and for each xi ∈ mmarked noise it moves
them to set l. The relabeling portion in SPIDER is optional and the creation of safe copies can be
modified to accommodate more k nearest neighbors.
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Synthetic Oversampling Minority Technique (SMOTE)
SMOTE is arguably one of the most commonly used over-sampling approach throughout literature
to create synthetic samples in under represented observations. It is often times combined with an
under-sampling method to perform a combination of under-sampling on the over represented group
and over-sampling on the under represented group. In under-sampling observations are randomly
removed based on a user defined threshold. The threshold is expressed as a percentage ratio. As an
example, consider a data set containing an over represented group of 200 observations and an under
represented group of 100 observations. Specifying a user defined threshold of 200% would reduce
the over represented to 50 observations thus the under represented group is now 200% greater.
For over-sampling of the under represented group SMOTE applies an iterative search and selection
approach. Each observation from the under represented group G1 will be iterated through until the
needed amount is reached. To generate new samples k nearest neighbors are selected using the
euclidean distance metric where k is user defined. One knn is then selected at random and then
the process continues until all samples have been selected [19, 12].
For example, if a ratio of 300% is specified then 3 knn will be selected. One is then chosen at
random and a new instance N is generated from the features of the random sample xj and the
original xi observation used to generate it. New features are generated by the feature difference of
xi and xj multiplied by a random number r between 0 and 1.
N = xi + r ∗ (xj − xi), 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 (2.58)
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Borderline-SMOTE
In general there exist three regions for a given example: safe, border line or noise. Given a negative
example G0 having k nearest neighbors we can define these regions using table 3.1.
Table 2.2: Region Definitions [43, 14]
Region Definition
Noise G0 = k
Borderline 1
2
k ≤ G0 < k
Safe 0 ≤ G0 < 12k
Given training set T composed of minority group P and majority group N where P ∩N ⊆ T and
P = {p1, p2, · · · ppnum}, N = {n1, n2, · · · , nmnum} (2.59)
The Borderline-SMOTE method selects only those samples in P that fall into the borderline as
determined by table 3.1. These members that contain more neighbors from the over represented
group are then selected as members of the danger group, Danger ⊆ P .
The danger group are minority members in danger of missclassification and are therefore used as
candidates to over-sample as a way to strengthen those examples that lie closest to the decision
boundary. The authors provide two versions, in the first version new synthetic samples are created
from the nearest neighbors found only in minority group P while in the second version the entire
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set T is used to create new samples for each member in the danger group.
If using the entire training set T for creating the new samples and its nearest neighbor is in N then
the random value r shown in equation 2.58 is then constrained to 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.5, otherwise r remains
as 0 ≤ r ≤ 1
Safe-Level-SMOTE
The Safe-Level Method extends the borderline based approach by considering the “safe” examples
found in minority group P . The “safe” level (sl) is considered the number of minority group P
examples found in k nearest neighbors, traditionally using Euclidean distance. Examples that have
a small amount of similar membership in particular 0 are considered noise. In order to consider
examples for candidates to be synthesized the “safe” level ratio (slr) is used. The “safe” level ratio
is defined as
slr =
slp
sln
(2.60)
where slp is the “safe” level for a given example x and sln is the “safe” level for a k randomly
selected neighbor of x which we call n. In general we consider only candidates that have minority
group observations for both x and n. Those examples chosen to generate new samples are done
according to equation 2.58 but with r calculated in one of three following ways.
1. if slr = 1 then r ∈ (0, 1).
2. If slr > 1 then r ∈ (0, (1/slr)).
3. if slr < 1 then r ∈ ((1− slr), 1).
A ratio of 1 means that both x and n are equally “safe” thus the new example can be chosen
at random. When the ratio is greater than 1 the newly synthesized data will be weighted in the
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positive direction which makes the newer set lie closer to example x. When the ratio is less than 1
it is weighted in the negative direction which makes the newer sample lie closer to example n.
Local Neighbourhood Extension to SMOTE (LN-SMOTE)
In typical data the minority group will be represented as small disjuncts overwhelmingly sur-
rounded by majority cases. disjuncts represent clusters spread throughout the data. The size of
a disjunct are represented by the amount of observations that it correctly classifies and small dis-
juncts represent a small region were only few training examples predict correctly. Small disjuncts
have been shown to have higher errors rates compared to large disjuncts which also tend to con-
tribute significantly to the total test error [94].
The LN-SMOTE method explores these local areas by redefining the eligible member in the safe
level under special conditions. For example when the Safe-Level method is determining its safe
level ratio slr it will choose a random knn of x which we previously refereed to as n. If x is
actually an outlier and n is from the majority group N and also has no knn from minority group
P then the safe level ratio under the Safe-Level method is slr = 0 resulting in a new sample
generated closest to n which is highly undesirable.
LN-SMOTE combats these scenarios by replacing x with the next neighbor of n which we refer to
as knn + 1, if n ∈ N and x is a knn of n. Another modification offered through LN-SMOTE is
that range of the random value r is changed to r < 1.
Adaptive Synthetic (ADASYN) Sampling Approach
Adaptive synthetic sampling shares similar properties to SMOTE with regard to over-sampling
with one subtle difference. In oversampling it calculates the needed amount of minority samples
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to synthesize using a density distribution [46].
For example, let Dtr be the training set of examples with m samples {xi, yi}, i = 1, · · · ,m,
where xi ∈ Rn represents the ith examples input space and yi ∈ Y = {1,−1} represents the
ith examples class label. Let ms represent the number of minority examples and ml represent the
number of majority examples. Which implies ms < ml and ms +ml = m.
First ADASYN calculates the balance number of synthetic samples needed using
G = (ml −ms) · β (2.61)
Where β ∈ [0, 1] is the balance level specifier and β = 1 represents full balance. Next for each
xi ∈ minorityclass, find knn based on the Euclidean distance measure and calculate ri as
ri =
4i
k
, i = 1, · · · ,ms (2.62)
Where 4i is the number of examples in the k nearest neighbor of xi that belong to the majority
class. ri is then normalized as rˆi = ri∑ms
i ri
so that rˆi is a density distribution (
∑
i rˆi = 1). The
actual number of synthetic samples to create is then calculated gi = rˆi ·G.
Next it iterates through each xi in the minority group, randomly chooses one knn say xzi and
generates a synthetic sample using
si = xi + (xzi − xi) · λ, λ ∈ [0, 1] (2.63)
Where (xzi−xi) is the difference between the two observations and λ represents a random number.
This equation is the same form that smote uses for sample generation as shown in (eq 2.58).
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Under-Sampling
Under-sampling techniques remove majority examples to lessen the impact of bias. These ap-
proaches usually improve accuracy and prediction of the target concept but at the cost of increased
misclassification of the negative examples. Empirical studies have shown that they tend to out-
perform over-sampling techniques when the data is relatively small [50]. We discuss classical
techniques that mostly focus on removal of just the members in the majority group [8]. There
has been some proposed evolutionary under-sampling approaches [71, 38] but these fall outside
the scope of our discussion. For a good explanation regarding those techniques the reader should
review Garcia et al. for a taxonomy of evolutionary under-sampling strategies [38].
Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
The propensity score is defined as the conditional probability of group membership to the under
represented group versus the over represented group based on its covariates, formally:
e(x) = P (G = 1|x) (2.64)
Propensity score matching (PSM) uses a matching metric in order to reduce observations of the
over represented group to match the under represented group in both overall size and feature space.
PSM is heavily used in the medical field to allow for statistical inferences between a control and a
treatment group [81, 22, 80, 1, 5, 16, 58].
Common matching metric approaches include nearest neighbor (knn) matching on the logit of
the estimated propensity score and the more commonly used Mahalanobis distance metric which
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includes all the features and the logit of the estimated propensity score [5, 80].
d(u, v) = (u− v)TC−1(u− v) (2.65)
where u is the vector of features from the minority group Gj and v is the vector of features from
the majority group Gi having covariance matrix C which is representative of the over represented
group.
For example, in one to one propensity score matching without replacement a single score is as-
signed for each observation using the logistic function (equation 2.66) based on weighted features.
Weighs can be estimated through use of either logistic regression or linear discriminant analysis
(LDA).
f(X) =
1
1 + e−(βX+α)
(2.66)
Where β = {β1, β2, . . . , βn} are the estimated weights, X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn} are the covariates
in the feature space and α is the intercept term. Observations from the over represented group Gi
are selected based on a match criteria and removed from the pool of available candidates until all
observations in the under represented group Gj have selected the most closely matched pair.
PSM differs from the other under-sampling techniques discussed in this section mainly in its pur-
pose. That is it under-samples to perform statistical comparisons between groups and not for pre-
dictive accuracy of future observations. This technique has only been used in our studies because
it helped inspire our novel contribution OUPS which is fully discussed in chapter 3.
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Random (RUS) and Cluster Based Under-Sampling
Random under-sampling selects members of the majority group at random and then removes them
from the examples in order to achieve balance. As an enhancement to random under-sampling,
Garcia proposed cluster based sampling (CBUS) using K−means clustering to partition majority
group observations into similar groups. CBUS then picks the closest 2 subsets at random and
combines them with all the minority group examples to create 1 combined set with full balance.
For example let S be the set of training data withm ⊂ S representative of the examples that belong
to the majority group and l ⊂ S containing the members of the minority group. Set m is then split
into k groups or clusters.let the number of majority group members in the ith cluster be nmi then
the ratio of majority group items in each ith cluster of k total clusters is defined as ri = nmi|m| . The
number of selected majority group samples in the ith cluster is thus si = |l| · ri [39].
Tomek Links (TK) Re-Sampling
Tomek links is probably one of the oldest under-sampling schemes in literature. When used in class
imbalance, it attempts to eliminate noise generated from the majority group by finding bordered
instances. Once found the majority group instance are then removed [51, 23].
For example let x represent an example from the over represented group and y represent an example
from the under represented group and d(a, b) be the distance between two points. The pair (x, y)
is considered a Tomek link if no example z exists such that d(x, z) < d(x, y) or d(y, z) < d(x, y).
Since these examples remain closer to each other than any other example they can be considered
either noise or border line.
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Condensed Nearest Neighborhood (CNN) Re-Sampling
The condensed nearest neighbor algorithm, also refereed to as the Hart algorithm was originally
designed to improve knn classification by reducing the majority group examples in the overall set
to the ones that reside closest to the decision boundary.
For example, let X be the set of training examples and let U be an empty set. CNN will first
chose one observation at random xi known at the prototype from set X and place it in set U . Next
it scans all neighbors of xi in X that have a different label then xi. CNN absorbs these other
examples based on the following criteria
||xi − q|| − ||xi − p|| > 0 (2.67)
where p represents an example with the same label as xi and q represents an example with a
different label. The procedure continues until there are no more prototype examples left to add to
U [21].
One Sided Selection
One sided selection is one of the earliest attempts to improve upon random under-sampling by
intelligently removing majority samples that appear as noise or redundant. Conceptually it applies
Tomek links followed by CNN re-sampling.
For example let S be the set of all training examples and C ⊂ S contain all the examples from
the minority group and one randomly selected negative examples. It then builds a model using 1
nearest neighbor from set C. The model is used to predict each member in S. Any member that is
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misclassified in S gets placed in C. Next it removes all Tomek links in C that belong to the over
represented group. The resulting set is thus removed of all noisy and border line examples [56, 47].
Edited Nearest Neighborhood (ENN) and Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCR) Re-Sampling
Edited Nearest Neighborhood (ENN) is also refereed to as Wilson’s Edited Nearest Neighbor rule.
This technique removes examples of the majority group that have different labels from two of its
three nearest neighbors [9, 53].
For each example x with a label belonging to the majority group in training set S, select 3 knn
and perform classification. If the classification from more than 1 is incorrect it then removes those
examples from set S.
Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCR) modifies the ENN method by removing classified’s negative
examples by their three nearest neighbors. It then removes members of the majority group which
are neighbors of each positive example found [23]. The theory is that it performs a more thorough
cleaning then ENN alone.
Figure 2.7 provides a taxonomy of current approaches to both over and under-sampling that have
been used for improving group prediction in class imbalance data. In the over-sampling synthetic
column the asterisk denotes SMOTE based variants. ADASYN although slightly different than
SMOTE uses a knn approach similar to SMOTE. The Spider algorithms represent focused re-
sampling techniques that do not create new data sets hence the location under the duplicated sample
section.
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Figure 2.7: Taxonomy of Resampling Techniques
Ensemble Approaches
Some solutions to class imbalance offer a combination of data preprocessing or embedded ap-
proaches. These often times are represented through the use of ensemble learning techniques that
perform some combination of the two over many classifiers and then pick the best learners. En-
semble learning allows for multiple learners to be modeled at the same time. The structural form
of an ensemble takes the following form,
F (x) = a0 +
M∑
m
amfm(x) (2.68)
Where M is the size of the ensemble and each fm(x) represents a unique prediction rule or ensem-
ble member for input x [33]. F (x) represents the linear relationship for each ensemble member.
Ensembles allow for many diverse models to be created thus allowing for maximum flexibility.
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Models can then be aggregated by combination or a voting scheme in where each model applies
the prediction rule on an example and the majority prediction is used. Three of the most common
approaches for ensembles is boosting, random forest and bagging also termed boot strap aggrega-
tion [52, 67]. These approaches learn by taking subsets of the training data and then combining
the models in a specific way. The use of ensembles can be done with any learner but it is most
commonly done with decision tree learners.
For example in bagging the ensembles members are combined to create a collection of predictive
rules which uses the entire ensemble to vote on new examples thus,
pˆ{x} = pˆ1{h(x)}+ pˆ2{h(x)}+ · · ·+ pˆi{h(x)}, pˆn{h(x)} =

1 if h(x) ∈ G1
0 if h(x) ∈ G0
(2.69)
In general the frequency of votes over the total number of n ensembles determines group mem-
bership. If 10 ensembles are created and the threshold is set to 6 then only 6 votes are required
for classification into G1 otherwise its classified into G0. Conversely this frequency provides an
estimate for the probability of group membership thus,
p{G1|x} = pˆ{x}
n
(2.70)
Bagging is designed to work on “unstable” learners in order to reduce variance [49]. Empirical
studies have shown that on average bagging will sample approximately 63% of the available ob-
servations since it employs sampling with replacement. Random Forest is similar to bagging with
the exception that it randomly sub samples input variables into each of the different ensembles
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which reduces the correlation between each tree structured classifier. The use of sampling tech-
niques, genetic algorithms and clustering have all been combined to form voting based ensembles
used for combating class imbalance [2, 84, 52, 75, 83, 68].
Boosting employs a weighted average usually conducted over iterations that apply weights based
on what it deems “hard examples”, those examples most difficult to classify. Each new iteration
produces a new rule known as a weak learner adjusted by weights from the last iteration. This
procedure is done until a specific stopping condition has been reached and each member generated
becomes part of the ensemble. Boosting is not tied to any particular algorithm thus there are many
approaches to deriving weights. Arguably the most common and well studied scheme used is the
AdaBoost algorithm.
In 2009 Liu, Wu, and Zhou proposed easy ensemble and balanced cascade algorithms which uti-
lized under-sampled data to construct rules. Two approaches were offered, one where subsets are
trained and later combined. The other included training the data which is used to drive the sam-
pling of subsequent learners. Easy ensembles partitions the majority examples M0 into s subsets
then trains each si along with the minority examples M1 to form s learners which are later com-
bined. An alternative view is that each learner is a feature in the final learner. Balance cascade
only differs in that it will remove correctly classified examples from the training set so that it is not
eligible to be used again [61].
In 2010 Junfei, Qingfeng and Wu proposed and explored improvements to an existing ensemble
creation technique using genetic algorithms called GASEN. The GASEN technique was compared
with under-sampling techniques which showed that the error rates using GASEN were higher [52].
Seiffert et al introduced improvements to AdaBoost by including random under-sampling RUS-
Boost and SMOTE sampling SMOTEBoost. Both of which performed better than just using RUS,
SMOTE or AdaBoost [84]. In 2012 Huang et al. also performed experiments combining SMOTE
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and a random subspace sampling ensembles against boosting and bagging [48].
Figure 2.8 provides a taxonomy of ensemble methods that have been used for class imbalanced
classification. This list is not comprehensive but is meant to demonstrate various techniques that
have been applied.
Figure 2.8: Taxonomy of Ensemble Techniques [63]
Evaluation Metrics for Imbalanced Data
For classification the most commonly used evaluation metrics are often derived from a confusion
matrix (table 2.3). A confusion matrix is a summary of counts that compare the predicted outcome
against the actual outcome. In a balanced setting accuracy is determined as number of true posi-
tives (TP) and negatives (TN) over the total number of true and false positives and true and false
negatives (TP+TN+FP+FN) as shown in equation 2.71.
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Table 2.3: Confusion Matrix
Prediction
Positive Negative
Tr
ut
h Positive (TP) (FN)
Negative (FP) (TN)
A =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.71)
In this section we focus on evaluation metrics specific for assessing performance of class imbalance
data which are more appropriate. In class imbalanced data the accuracy measure is not appropriate
because the disparity will always cause the overall accuracy to remain relatively high with high
levels of imbalance. For instance let us consider the case of prediction on a set of data containing
98% of one group of negative examples and 2% observations from the target group that is of
interest. Failing to predict the 2% correctly will yield an accuracy of 98% which does not help in
prediction of the target concept.
As a result other measures have been produced to help provide more meaningful evaluation mea-
sures. These include sensitivity, specificity, precision, F measure, G mean, ROC and AUC which
are discussed further in the following sections [18, 63, 86, 42].
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Sensitivity
In a scenario where misclassifying is costly, such as incorrectly diagnosing someone with a rare
condition then the true positive rate also called sensitivity may be more appropriate. Sensitivity,
sometimes referred to as the hit rate or recall rate is the ability to identify a condition correctly,
TP
(FN + TP )
(2.72)
where the TP and FN are the true positives and false negatives respectively obtained from the
confusion matrix. In a scenario where the desire is the target concept then this measure is arguably
the most relevant. However using this metric alone does not account for misclassificaiton of the
over represented group.
Specificity
If the desire is to exclude a condition correctly instead of include then the specificity or true nega-
tive rate can be used as an evaluation metric,
TN
(FP + TN)
(2.73)
where the TN and FP are the true negatives and false positives respectively obtained from the
confusion matrix. In a patient level setting specificity is the probability of a well patient testing
negative while sensitivity is the probability of an ill patient testing positive.
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Precision
Precision is a measure of how accurately the classifier identifies the positive example correctly
compared to both correctly identified positive or relevant examples and negative examples that
were misclassified as positive,
TP
(FP + TP )
(2.74)
Where the TP and FP are the true positives and false positives respectively obtained from the con-
fusion matrix. The measure identifies the target of interest as the relevant item without regarding
the misclassified positive cases or correctly classified negative examples.
F Measure
The F measure a single utility score which represents the harmonic mean between precision and
sensitivity. This metric is arguably considered a preferred metric over accuracy for binary classifi-
cation since it provides a balanced representation of precision and sensitivity simultaneously.
The F-measure is more commonly used in information retrieval but it can also be misleading since
it does provide a single score for two different measures that do have different meanings.
F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
(2.75)
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G Mean
The G mean represents the geometric mean for both specificity and sensitivity and attempts to
maximize the accuracy for both the majority and minority group with a good balance formally,
G =
√
TP
FN + TP
· TN
FP + TN
(2.76)
Where the TP, TN, FN and FP are the true positives, true negatives, false negatives and false
positives respectively obtained from the confusion matrix. This measure is arguable a better metric
than the F measure since it provides a better balance of detecting both positive and negative case
over the f measures use of precision.
ROC Curves and AUC Measures
The Receiving Operator Characteristic is a common balanced metric between true positive TP
and false positive FP error rates. On an ROC curve the X axis is the Specificity and the Y axis
represents the Sensitivity, usually subtracted from 1 so the chart increases from left to right. Figure
2.9 is an example of an ROC curve.
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Figure 2.9: Example of ROC Curve Plot
The ideal point in an ROC curve is the point (0,100) as this represent 100% of positive examples are
classified correctly and that no negative examples are misclassified as being positive. This graph
show the obvious trade off between classification accuracy of both the majority and minority group.
The Area Under the Curve (AUC) is the area under the ROC curve which too can be used as a
performance measure. AUC (figure 2.10) is typically used to measure against competing learners.
If the ROC curves intersect then the total area under the curve provides an average measure of
classier performance.
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Figure 2.10: Example of AUC Calculated From the ROC Curve Plot
Summary
In two group classification, most real world data contains disproportionate sizes of each group, a
problem known as class imbalance. Some class imbalance data will contain proportions as high
as 1000 to 1 where the majority group represents the negative examples and the minority group
usually represents the target of interest. Minority group members represent rare events that usually
have the highest costs or risks associated with them.
The problem with class imbalance data is attributed to data intrinsic properties such as the problem
with small disjuncts, lack of data, noisy data, class overlap and data set shift which are made further
problematic by larger imbalance in the data. To deal with class imbalance the machine learning
community has traditionally focused on embedded , data preprocessing or ensemble approaches.
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Typical evaluation metrics are not relevant in class imbalance data as the misclassification of mi-
nority examples usually does not degrade accuracy even though they may all be misclassified. As
an example a 99 to 1 ratio would imply that if we correctly classified all the majority examples and
incorrectly classified negative examples would result in a 99% accuracy which is not meaningful
if the target of interest is the under represented group.
Meaningful measures for class imbalance data consist of sensitivity, specificity, precision, F mea-
sure, G mean, ROC and AUC. All of which may be derived from a confusion matrix containing
true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negative counts from the test set after classi-
fication is performed.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCHMETHODS
In this chapter we discuss the experimental data sets, algorithm selection and evaluation criteria
applied to the experiments in this dissertation. The selection of the experimental data set was
designed in order to compare different types of data from different domains with different levels
of imbalance. The experiments conducted in this work were done using R statistical software.
A Priori Synthetic Sampling
In this section we introduce novel a priori algorithms called Over-Sampling using Propensity
Scores (OUPS) and Safe Level OUPS. OUPS was created to provide a base level alternative to
SMOTE for improving the prediction accuracy of under represented examples in class imbalanced
data. Safe Level OUPS was created to target data intrinsic properties in class imbalanced data,
allow for a robust algorithm that was more efficient in terms of run time complexity and provided
higher performance in identifying under represented examples in imbalanced data sets.
Over-Sampling using Propensity Scores (OUPS)
Over-sampling using propensity score matching was inspired by PSM and blends SMOTE and
PSM by calculating the propensity score for use as a match criteria. OUPS then performs over-
sampling based on the needed amount. This is accomplished in a two stage approach.
1. Estimate the probability of group membership.
Given a set of observations X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn} where xi ∈ Rk represents an observation
with k inputs or features. We then calculate the coefficients for each of the k features by
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maximizing the log likelihood:
arg maxβ
n∑
i=1
yilog(fβ(xi)) + (1− yi)log(1− fβ(xi)) (3.1)
Where yi ∈ {0, 1} and fβ(xi) is the logistic function as previously described in equation
2.66. Having obtained the weight vector β we then calculate the propensity score for each
observation xi as,
fβ(xi) =
1
1 + e−xTi β+β0
(3.2)
Once the score has been calculated we then order the entire data set by the propensity
score in descending order so observations with the highest propensity score appear first.
If the classes are completely separable this should naturally produce the following subsets
with the minority group as MN = {x1, x2, · · ·xm} and the majority group as MG =
{xm+1, xm+2, · · · , xn}. However this may not always be the case in real world data sets
because the ordering does not account for the actual label.
Over represented samples with high propensity scores represent examples that would be
classified as belonging to the minority group. In the case of synthetically creating new under
represented samples this is not a problem because we are interested in producing under rep-
resented samples only and any example with high propensity shares similar characteristics
to examples belonging to the under represented group thus the features can be considered.
2. Re-sample using the propensity score.
We then calculate the needed amount to over-sample using the imbalance ratio which is
defined as p = |MG||MN | . For each observation belonging to the minority group MN we select
the p closest samples based on propensity scores calculated in stage 1 and use the entire
group of p members to produce new observations by applying equation 2.58 against each
member of p and minority member MN .
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This procedure is different from SMOTE in that it is deterministic although selection of the
features remains stochastic. Additionally, the use of p is chosen because it allows for the
algorithm to synthesize the needed amount of new observations in one pass thus decreasing
the overall amount of time needed to re-sample.
For example when an over-sampling percent of 300% is needed to match the over represented
group size, 3 new cases are generated from 3 observations with the closest propensity score. Al-
gorithm 1 demonstrates the OUPS approach to re-sampling.
Algorithm 1 Over-sampling Using Propensity Score
1: procedure OUPS
2: Let G1 = {(x1, y1), (xi, yi), · · · , (xm, ym)|y = 1}
3: Let G0 = {(x1, y1), (xi, yi), · · · , (xn, yn)|y = 0}
4: M = G1 ∪G0
5: NewData = ∅
6: p = |G0||G1|
7: M ← Calculate Propensity Scores(M )
8: Order M by Propensity Score
9: for allmi ← (xi, yi) in M do
10: if yi = 1 then
11: j = p
12: while j 6= 0 ∧ i+ j < |M | do
13: mi+j ← (xi+j, yi+j)
14: r ← Random(0, 1)
15: NewData ∪mi + r · (mi+j −mi)
16: j = j − 1
17: return NewData ∪G1 ∪G0
Stopping Conditions
Algorithm 1 depicts the general process for OUPS but using this approach without knowledge
about the characteristics of the data set may produce poor results. For example consider the case
when there is a large amount of minority group members with low propensity scores. applying
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algorithm 1 would result in many more samples that are most like the over represented samples
which is not desirable. In such cases the stopping conditions can be imposed so that we provide a
cut off to the re-sampling procedure so that minority group members below a certain threshold are
not considered. The following modification is then applied:
Algorithm 2 Over-sampling Using Propensity Score
1: procedure OUPS(t)
2: Let G1 = {(x1, y1), (xi, yi), · · · , (xm, ym)|y = 1}
3: Let G0 = {(x1, y1), (xi, yi), · · · , (xn, yn)|y = 0}
4: M = G1 ∪G0
5: NewData = ∅
6: p = |G0||G1|
7: M ← Calculate Propensity Scores(M )
8: for allM do
9: Mi2 ← p{G1|Mi}
10: Order M by Propensity Score
11: for allmi ← (xi, yi, p{G1|Mi}) in M do
12: if yi = 1 ∧ p{G1|Mi} > t then
13: j = p
14: while j 6= 0 ∧ i+ j < |M | do
15: mi+j ← (xi+j, yi+j)
16: r ← Random(0, 1)
17: NewData ∪mi + r · (mi+j −mi)
18: j = j − 1
19: return NewData ∪G1 ∪G0
Benefits of OUPS
One other noticeable difference between SMOTE and OUPS is that OUPS does not pick a ran-
dom neighbor from the group selected but rather just generates synthetic samples from the entire
group. This reduces redundant searching during the generation phase which is not needed since
the features are also randomized.
Using the propensity score for matching also allows for simple single metric matching that effec-
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tively removes matching on confounding variables. Using the propensity score is more effective
than using the knn approach because knn is often difficult to select particularly in data with a large
amount of features. Additionally, the propensity score is a probability of group membership which
provides a more meaningful metric for matching.
Generated synthetic samples on closely matched propensity scores allows for similar observations
to be created with the same likelihood thus effectively increasing the group amount and reducing
the bias. This can be seen as a way of applying costs to the minority observations that does not
rely on any previous knowledge or distributional assumptions.
For example lets assume that we are given an observation xi ∈ X = {x1, · · · , xn} where X
represents examples in the minority group. When we apply equation 2.58 we see that a synthesized
data is weighted approximately n[xi + (xi−4x2 )] where n is the number of synthesized samples to
generate per ith iteration and 4x = 1
n
∑n
j=i+1 xj . This weight applies to all original xi members
of X . Again we provide this rationale to support the concept that OUPS shares similar properties
to embedded approaches at a local level.
Safe Level OUPS
Safe Level OUPS is an over-sampling technique that was inspired from the Safe-Level concept
as well as taking into account prior knowledge offered through OUPS [14, 79]. Safe Level
OUPS combats data intrinsic properties of class imbalance and noise reduction by selectively
over-sampling samples that do not appear as noise based on its probability of minority group
membership P{G1|X} and removing minority group members that do appear as noise.
The main distinction between Safe Level OUPS and OUPS is three fold. First Safe Level OUPS
removes noisy samples from the under represented group which is unique compared to other over-
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sampling techniques. Second is that OUPS performs over-sampling on all minority examples until
the needed amount is reached while Safe Level OUPS only synthesizes selected samples thus
reducing the overhead and increased time complexity needed to produce new samples. This makes
the learning phase more computationally efficient. Lastly, Safe Level OUPS also for the inclusion
of the original features as well as the a priori feature of propensity score.
In general there exist three regions for a given example: safe, border line or noise. Given a negative
example G0 having k nearest neighbors we can define these regions using table 3.1 [43].
Table 3.1: Region Definitions [43, 14]
Region Definition
Noise G0 = k
Borderline 1
2
k ≤ G0 < k
Safe 0 ≤ G0 < 12k
For under represented examples the “safe” level (sl) is considered the number of minority groupG1
examples found in k nearest neighbors, traditionally using the euclidean distance metric although
this not need be the case. Examples that have a small amount of similar membership in particular
0 are considered noise. In order to consider examples for candidates to be synthesized the “safe”
level ratio (slr) is used. The “safe” level ratio is defined as
slr =
slp
sln
(3.3)
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where slp is the “safe” level for a given example x and sln is the “safe” level for a k randomly
selected neighbor of x which we call n. In general we consider only candidates that have minority
group observations for both x and n. Those examples chosen to generate new samples are done
according to the following equation:
s = x+ g · (n− x) (3.4)
Where s is the new sample generated from the example x plus the percent difference g from
example x and neighbor n. Percent g is calculated in one of three ways.
1. if slr = 1 then g ∈ (0, 1).
2. If slr > 1 then g ∈ (0, (1/slr)).
3. if slr < 1 then g ∈ ((1− slr), 1).
A ratio of 1 means that both x and n are equally “safe” thus the new example can be chosen
at random. When the ratio is greater than 1 the newly synthesized data will be weighted in the
positive direction which makes the newer set lie closer to example x. When the ratio is less than 1
it is weighted in the negative direction which makes the newer sample lie closer to example n.
The algorithm for Safe Level OUPS sampling technique is provided below in example 3.
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Algorithm 3 Safe Level OUPS
1: procedure SL-OUPS(k
2: O = {(xi, yi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, yi ∈ {0, 1} The data Set
3: D ← CalculatePropensityScores(O)
4: for all x ∈ D do
5: if x = 0 then
6: Next
7: n← Randomknn(x, k)
8: slx← GetSL(x, k)
9: sln← GetSL(n, k)
10: if sln = 0 ∧ slx = 0 then
11: O − {x}
12: Next
13: slr ← slx
sln
14: if slr = 1 then
15: g ← Random(0, 1)
16: else if slr > 1 then
17: g ← Random(0, ( 1
slr
))
18: else if slr < 1 then
19: g ← Random((1− slr), 1)
20: s← x+ (g(n− x))
21: O ∪ {s}
return O
1: procedure GETSL(x, k())
2: N ← Findknn(x, k)
3: level← 0
4: for all x ∈ N do
5: if x = 1 then
6: level = level + 1
return level
Finding knn is done by using a distance metric that will include features from the original data set.
The propensity score becomes a new feature that is included when locating neighbors. The choice
of knn, feature inclusion and distance metrics are up to the researcher to decide.
An interesting characteristic inherited by the Safe Level OUPS technique is that it uses the prior
knowledge to determine group membership propensity. Although the propensity score is similar
for all the surrounding neighbors since we use this criteria for determining knn, there will still
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be local areas where there is noticeable overlap because probability of group membership does
not consider the actual label. However, the stochastic nature of this approach only selects “safe”
examples of randomly selected neighbor n that have similar properties of a minority group member
thus ensuring that a borderline example still may be eligible at lower probability.
Experimental Data Sets
Sixty three data sets were obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 1, American Sta-
tistical Association 2 and the Keel data repository 3 with varying degrees of imbalance and size.
Table 3.2 and 3.3 summarizes the original data sets along with the proposed levels to be studied.
1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
2http://www.amstat.org/
3http://www.keel.es/
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Table 3.2: Data Summary
Data Instances Features Imbalance Ratio
adult1 2331 14 85.98
adult5 24117 14 22.12
adult25 30722 14 3.24
bank1 40201 16 143.61
bank5 41919 16 10
bank12 45212 16 7.55
cleveland-0 vs 4 177 13 12.62
ecoli-0-1-3-7 vs 2-6 281 7 39.15
ecoli-0-1-4-6 vs 5 280 6 13
ecoli-0-1-4-7 vs 2-3-5-6 336 7 10.59
ecoli-0-1-4-7 vs 5-6 332 6 12.28
ecoli-0-1 vs 2-3-5 244 7 9.17
ecoli-0-1 vs 5 240 6 11
ecoli-0-2-3-4 vs 5 202 7 9.1
ecoli-0-2-6-7 vs 3-5 224 7 9.18
ecoli-0-3-4-6 vs 5 205 7 9.25
ecoli-0-3-4-7 vs 5-6 257 7 9.28
ecoli-0-3-4 vs 5 200 7 9
ecoli-0-4-6 vs 5 203 6 9.15
ecoli-0-6-7 vs 3-5 222 7 9.09
ecoli-0-6-7 vs 5 220 6 10
ecoli4 336 7 13.84
glass-0-1-4-6 vs 2 205 9 11.06
glass-0-1-5 vs 2 172 9 9.12
glass-0-1-6 vs 2 192 9 10.29
glass-0-1-6 vs 5 184 9 19.44
glass-0-4 vs 5 92 9 9.22
glass-0-6 vs 5 108 9 11
glass2 214 9 10.39
glass4 214 9 15.47
glass5 214 9 22.81
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Table 3.3: Data Summary Continued
Data Instances Features Imbalance Ratio
led7digit-0-2-4-5-6-7-8-9 vs 1 443 7 10.97
page-blocks-1-3 vs 4 472 10 15.85
pima6 530 9 16.66
pima12 567 9 7.46
pima35 769 9 1.86
readmit1 89713 36 123.95
readmit6 94334 36 16.67
readmit11 100245 36 7.91
shuttle-c0-vs-c4 1829 9 13.87
shuttle-c2-vs-c4 129 9 20.5
ta5 108 6 20.6
ta10 115 6 5.58
ta32 152 6 2.06
turkey3 5324 33 33.34
turkey5 5427 33 20.03
turkey11 5821 33 7.933
usnews6 787 11 16.89
usnews12 841 11 7.58
usnews34 1135 11 1.90
vowel 988 13 10.1
yeast-0-2-5-6 vs 3-7-8-9 1004 8 9.10
yeast-0-2-5-7-9 vs 3-6-8 1004 8 9.14
yeast-0-3-5-9 vs 7-8 506 8 9.12
yeast-0-5-6-7-9 vs 4 528 8 9.35
yeast-1-2-8-9 vs 7 947 8 30.56
yeast-1-4-5-8 vs 7 693 8 22.10
yeast-1 vs 7 459 7 13.87
yeast-2 vs 4 514 8 9.08
yeast-2 vs 8 482 8 23.10
yeast4 1484 8 28.41
yeast5 1484 8 32.78
yeast6 1484 8 39.15
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Algorithm Selection
The following algorithms were chosen because they represented commonly used approaches with
different properties. Since the main objective of this study is to evaluate the robustness of the
re-sampling techniques proposed the use of standard machine learning learners were used with
various imbalance levels applied as discussed in the results section.
• Logistic Regression: The glm function was used to run logistic regression against each of
the newly synthesized and original non altered test sets. This algorithm has nice proper-
ties because it makes no distributional assumptions about the data and this learner was not
typically used in previous studies that introduced over-sampling algorithms.
• Support Vector Machine: The svm function was used to perform SVM classification. Al-
though computationally expensive, SVM are among one of the most popular approaches that
performs classification relatively well in comparison to the other approaches. We trained
both linear and radial basis function kernels.
• Neural Network: The nnet function was used to generate neural networks with several
nodes of sigmoid activation functions in a hidden layer. This function will create a feed
forward neural network with back propagation. The choice of nodes was used to reduce the
complexity and to closely match number of inputs thus they were limited to 5,10 and 20
nodes.
• Linear Discriminant Analysis: The lda function was used because this algorithm is a very
simple and effective approach which performs relatively well with minimal computation
effort in comparison to other approaches.
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Evaluation Criteria
A confusion matrix similar to table 3.4 was used to produce metrics for classification sensitivity,
specificity and G mean. True positives (TP) are results that were correctly classified as belonging
to the minority group while true negatives (TN) represent all the results correctly classified as
belonging to the majority group. False positives (FP) are results that belonged to the majority
group but were incorrectly classified as belonging to the minority group and false negatives (FN)
are results that belonged to the minority group but were incorrectly classified as belonging to the
majority group [7, 9].
Table 3.4: Confusion Matrix
Prediction
Positive Negative
Tr
ut
h Positive (TP) (FN)
Negative (FP) (TN)
For imbalanced data sets the traditional accuracy metric ( TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN
) can seem misleading
since the over represented group may be accurately classified and the under represented group be-
ing small will not impact the performance metric. For example assume there are 190 observations
that belong to the over represented group and only 10 to the under represented group. If the classi-
fier is able to identify 185 observations accurately from the over represented group and 0 from the
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under represented group you have a classifier with 93% accuracy and with no ability to identify
the target concept correctly. Therefore the sensitivity metric is preferred.
Sensitivity, sometimes referred to as the hit rate or recall rate is the ability to identify a condition
correctly TP/(FN + TP ). If the desire is to exclude a condition correctly instead of include then
the specificity or true negative rate can be used as an evaluation metric TN/(FP + TN). In a
patient level setting specificity is the probability of a well patient testing negative while sensitivity
is the probability of an ill patient testing positive.
The G mean measure was also used as an evaluation metric which represents the geometric mean
for specificity and sensitivity and provides a balanced representation for both simultaneously.
G =
√
TP
FN + TP
· TN
FP + TN
(3.5)
Experimental Description
In addition to the a priori techniques discussed in this thesis the experimental data sets were also
combined with other under-sampling and over-sampling methods. Additional groupings and com-
binations of techniques were created to see how combining these theoretical approaches fared in
comparison which was also one of the research questions of interest. The rationale behind doing
this is to increase prediction of the under represented samples based on targeting the theoretical
issues prevalent in those cases.
The different machine learning algorithms previously discussed where used for testing against a
test set generated from the original data set before performing any sampling. Each data set was
then sampled to create a training set. This was done using k fold cross validation with 10 folds.
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The only test set used was from the original data set only, all other modified data set test sets
where discarded. The choice in 10 fold cross validation is to reduce the variance and ensure that
all samples are used in both training and testing since the population of minority members is so
low. It may be the case that some of the under represented samples may not be in a training or
test set. However the overall observation size in most data sets is large enough to help compensate
even though the imbalance may be high.
Techniques for Comparison
The following techniques were grouped into different categories in order to also consider them
both individually as well as by category using the following data preprocessing groups:
• Under-sampling approaches: To evaluate under-sampling approaches we used Tomek Links
(TL) and Edited Nearest Neighborhood (ENN).
• Over-sampling approaches: To evaluate over-sampling approaches we used over-sampling
using propensity scores (OUPS) and the following stopping conditions .5 (OUPS.5) and .75
(OUPS.75), SMOTE, Safe-Level SMOTE (SLSMOTE) and Safe Level OUPS (SLOUPS). In
some experiments Borderline SMOTE (BL-SMOTE) and Local Neighbourhood Extension
to SMOTE was used to compare just over-sampling techniques.
• Mixed approaches: We combined some of the over-sampling techniques with the Tomek
Link under-sampling approach to evaluate the effect that mixing them has against just using
an over sampling approach alone.
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Statistical Tests
In most experimental designs the use of ANOVA along with a parametric post-hoc test is typically
employed. However, the ANOVA based assumptions (independence, normality and homoscedas-
ticity) are most probably violated when analyzing machine learning algorithm performance when
comparing across different data-sets and using different learners [77, 37, 25].
Therefore non-parametric tests are most appropriate thus the use of the Friedman test followed by
either the Nemenyi or Holm post-hoc procedure was employed in some of the comparisons where
deemed appropriate. The Friedman test is a non parametric test that tests the null hypothesis that
the ranks are equal. If they are not equal the Nemenyi or Holm post-hoc procedure test each of the
n techniques pairwise for significance. These test are outlined in the results section when used.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
In this chapter we discuss the results for the experiments that were conducted using imbalanced
data sets to validate assumptions regarding the various learning algorithms with particular empha-
sis on how they impact learning algorithms when applying re-sampling methods. We begin by
discussing the results of several experiments followed by a randomly generated sample to demon-
strate visually and empirically how Safe Level OUPS can improve sensitivity and G mean scores
within high imbalance data sets containing outliers in the under represented group.
Experimental Results
It is well understood that the imbalance problem is usually only considered when imbalance ratios
are high although no one ratio has been formally defined. We therefore define our results around
the concept of four ranges of imbalance: extreme, high, medium and low imbalance. Table 4.1
provides the ratio range per group.
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Table 4.1: Imbalance Levels
Level % Minority
Extreme < 1 - 3 %
High 4 - 9 %
Medium 10 - 20 %
Low 21 - 35 %
These ranges provide a more meaningful interpretation of the results as they allow us to look at the
impact of the imbalance level which in previous studies is not generally done.
Over-Sampling Results
The extreme imbalanced data represent severely under represented examples and these are gener-
ally difficult to classify. For this section of results our data sets were selected based on the severity
of imbalance which generally fell within both high and extreme. Table 4.2 shows the overall scores
along with standard errors summarized across all data sets and tables G.1 - G.3 show the p values
for multiple comparisons.
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Table 4.2: Overall Results
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
LNSMOTE 87.95 ± 1.36 91.14 ± 0.41 86.22 ± 1.35
SMOTEBL1 90.93 ± 1.04 91.57 ± 0.39 89.12 ± 1.03
SMOTEBL2 89.40 ± 1.10 92.18 ± 0.37 88.64 ± 1.08
SLSMOTE 88.67 ± 1.31 91.35 ± 0.42 86.94 ± 1.29
SMOTE 82.69 ± 0.79 97.03 ± 0.19 89.14 ± 0.51
SLOUP 92.33 ± 0.71 92.52 ± 0.34 91.53 ± 0.69
OUPS75 87.19 ± 1.45 90.85 ± 0.44 85.18 ± 1.43
OUPS5 87.08 ± 1.42 91.28 ± 0.42 85.45 ± 1.41
OUPS 83.15 ± 0.89 95.97 ± 0.20 88.75 ± 0.56
NONE 87.20 ± 1.47 90.67 ± 0.44 84.95 ± 1.45
The Safe Level OUPS approach resulted in the highest G mean and sensitivity scores compared to
all other sampling techniques with statistical significance at the 0.05 level. The SMOTE method
was the lowest performer in the sensitivity measure but also resulted in the highest specificity
measure which is expected because of the inherit trade off as discussed earlier. At a closer look we
see that the SMOTE and OUPS based methods did not perform as well as doing no re-sampling. We
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must also keep in mind that this is considering all learners on average which helps to understand
how these techniques fair in a generally applicable sense. This may not always be the case as
results show further on.
The basic techniques do not handle extreme and high imbalanced data so well compared to the
targeted sampling approaches offered through the safe level techniques. The G mean measure
helps to provide a more balanced alternative when sensitivity is not preferable. The target methods
again consistently perform better compared to not applying any re-sampling.
Results By Learner
Table 4.3 provides the average rank by top performer. We consider top performers as ones that per-
form better compared to not applying sampling. This table has the results broken out by learner and
is the average rank for just G mean. The Safe Level OUPS and Borderline SMOTE(2) approaches
resulted in the highest rank for SVM based learners and performed a bit lower for the other learn-
ers. This table helps to understand how often a given re-sampling method out performed the others
because in some cases it may not average as high but it will tend to be the more consistent winner
over runs.
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Table 4.3: Top Performers Ranked By Learner for G Mean
Technique SVM(R) SVM(C1) SVM(C100) LDA LR NN-5 NN-10 NN-20 Overall
SLOUPS 1 1 1 3 4 3 4 1 1
SLSMOTE 5 2 5 4 5 5 1 5 5
LNSMOTE 3 5 3 2 3 4 1 3 3
SMOTEBL1 4 4 2 5 2 2 3 4 4
SMOTEBL2 2 3 4 1 1 1 5 1 2
We then grouped the results by the different learner types. Table 4.4 provides the results summary
for the probabilistic learner types. The Borderline SMOTE(1) based generalization performed
well in this grouping. For sensitivity only, Borderline SMOTE(1) and Safe Level OUPS performed
better than if no re-sampling was carried out. Tables G.4 - G.6 provide the p values for multiple
comparisons.
Using feed forward neural networks presented some issues with the Safe Level OUPS technique
while the OUPS with threshold technique seemed to perform well in this category. As the com-
plexity of the network increased the OUPS with .75 threshold tended to generalize better as shown
in figure 4.1. The Borderline Smote(1) technique resulted in the highest G mean and sensitivity
measures. Tables G.7 - G.9 provides the p values for multiple comparisons.
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Figure 4.1: OUPS75 Number of Wins (Sensitivity) Neural Networks 5,10 20
In support vector machines the OUPS threshold technique degraded with increased threshold which
was not expected. The Safe Level OUPS approach resulted in the highest G mean and sensitivity
for this grouping. In general applying re-sampling when using an SVM classifier seems to be most
beneficial since most of the results indicated performance improvement across nearly all measures.
Tables G.10 - G.12 provides the p values for multiple comparisons.
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Table 4.4: Probablistic Learners (LDA,Logistic Regression)
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
LNSMOTE 87.32 ± 2.14 88.79 ± 0.84 85.63 ± 2.12
SMOTEBL1 89.77 ± 1.38 88.89 ± 0.77 88.21 ± 1.35
SMOTEBL2 88.12 ± 1.07 90.74 ± 0.58 89.25 ± 0.77
SLOUP 89.35 ± 1.44 89.06 ± 0.83 87.97 ± 1.44
SLSMOTE 88.22 ± 1.93 88.94 ± 0.86 86.57 ± 1.92
SMOTE 75.34 ± 1.69 95.60 ± 0.41 84.29 ± 1.08
OUPS75 87.90 ± 2.02 88.84 ± 0.90 85.99 ± 2.02
OUPS5 86.92 ± 2.02 89.41 ± 0.85 85.67 ± 2.04
OUPS 78.04 ± 1.81 94.71 ± 0.42 85.33 ± 1.14
NONE 88.19 ± 2.14 87.95 ± 0.87 85.45 ± 2.10
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Table 4.5: Results using NN with 5,10 and 20 Nodes
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
LNSMOTE 97.09 ± 0.27 95.30 ± 0.38 96.07 ± 0.33
SMOTEBL1 97.59 ± 0.25 95.73 ± 0.35 96.57 ± 0.30
SMOTEBL2 96.51 ± 0.33 96.16 ± 0.29 96.26 ± 0.30
SLSMOTE 97.52 ± 0.22 95.46 ± 0.39 96.39 ± 0.30
SMOTE 89.14 ± 0.88 98.53 ± 0.21 93.49 ± 0.54
SLOUP 96.92 ± 0.32 95.54 ± 0.40 96.03 ± 0.38
OUPS75 97.54 ± 0.20 94.96 ± 0.42 96.13 ± 0.31
OUPS5 97.56 ± 0.24 95.03 ± 0.41 96.19 ± 0.33
OUPS 87.50 ± 1.25 97.69 ± 0.23 92.06 ± 0.77
NONE 97.18 ± 0.28 95.75 ± 0.37 96.19 ± 0.35
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Table 4.6: Results using Support Vector Machines (RBF,Linear C=1,Linear C=100)
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
LNSMOTE 79.23 ± 3.16 88.54 ± 0.75 76.76 ± 3.08
SMOTEBL1 85.03 ± 2.50 89.21 ± 0.70 82.28 ± 2.43
SMOTEBL2 83.15 ± 2.71 89.16 ± 0.74 80.62 ± 2.66
SLOUP 89.71 ± 1.52 91.81 ± 0.45 89.40 ± 1.43
SLSMOTE 80.12 ± 3.06 88.84 ± 0.75 77.73 ± 2.99
SMOTE 81.15 ± 1.37 96.49 ± 0.33 88.01 ± 0.88
OUPS75 76.37 ± 3.39 88.08 ± 0.81 73.69 ± 3.29
OUPS5 76.72 ± 3.31 88.77 ± 0.76 74.58 ± 3.23
OUPS 82.20 ± 1.56 95.09 ± 0.33 87.71 ± 0.96
NONE 76.56 ± 3.44 87.40 ± 0.79 73.36 ± 3.31
Results Per Imbalance Level
In this section we provide comparisons between over-sampling techniques when combined with
an under-sampling technique. In doing so we conduct these experiments against our predefined
levels of imbalance. In order to reduce bias imposed by the data we sub sampled our data sets to
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only include the following as defined in table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Experimental Data
Data Instances Features Imbalance Ratio
adult1 2331 14 85.98
adult5 24117 14 22.12
adult25 30722 14 3.24
bank1 40201 16 143.61
bank5 41919 16 10
bank12 45212 16 7.55
pima6 530 9 16.66
pima12 567 9 7.46
pima35 769 9 1.86
readmit1 89713 36 123.95
readmit6 94334 36 16.67
readmit11 100245 36 7.91
ta5 108 6 20.6
ta10 115 6 5.58
ta32 152 6 2.06
turkey3 5324 33 33.34
turkey5 5427 33 20.03
turkey11 5821 33 7.933
usnews6 787 11 16.89
usnews12 841 11 7.58
usnews34 1135 11 1.90
For these results we review the amount of times the sampling technique won over competing
approaches as opposed to computing grand averages. interpreting heuristic based approaches can
be difficult particularly if there is no big difference between runs. This approach allows for the
consideration of how often the technique can be the best in a particular run in the presence of
mixed data, size and imbalance.
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The main emphasis in the section is the sensitivity and G mean scores because sensitivity allows
us to see how well the approach is at identifying the target of interest and G mean provides a more
balanced measure between sensitivity and specificity. An issue with including specificity is that
it will generally tend to be the highest for the lowest scorer in sensitivity measures. Additionally,
identification of majority members is not the primary objective. These results can be seen in figures
4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The pairwise comparisons p values are located in appendix A.
In the presence of extreme imbalance the Safe Level OUPS technique resulted in the most wins for
sensitivity. The edited nearest neighborhood (ENN) under-sampling and SMOTE approach were a
close second. Although Safe Level OUPS resulted in the most wins we do not see any statistical
evidence at the 0.05 level that would indicate this approach was superior although our results seem
consistent for Safe Level OUPS when compared to the other results.
Again we note that these are high level results based on the data, learners and parameters selected.
Although we grouped these by levels of imbalance this does not provide the scores for individual
learners per data set.
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Figure 4.2: Extreme Imbalance - Number of Wins by Sample Technique
In highly imbalanced data Safe Level OUPS resulted in the highest sensitivity and G mean scores.
ENN was second and closely matched the amount of wins for applying no re-sampling. In general
the mixed re-sampling approaches performed poorer than just applying the over-sampling or under-
sampling counter part.
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Figure 4.3: High Imbalance - Number of Wins by Sample Technique
In medium imbalance ENN resulted in the most number of wins for both sensitivity and G mean.
Applying no re-sampling resulted in the next highest. We see that the mix of under an over-
sampling resulted in less wins compared to the over-sampling approach alone.
In the low imbalanced data applying no re-sampling resulted in the most wins and was statistically
significant at the 0.05 level compared to most of the other techniques. In this imbalance level it
appears that applying a sampling technique when the imbalance threshold is above 20% will begin
to degrade the learners performance. In general the ENN approach seemed to consistently produce
the most amount of wins across all imbalance levels.
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Figure 4.4: Medium Imbalance - Number of Wins by Sample Technique
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Figure 4.5: Low Imbalance - Number of Wins by Sample Technique
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Results by Increasing Stopping Threshold
In this section we provide results for increasing the stopping threshold for the OUPS techniques.
Figure 1 provides results for all imbalance levels. In each case there is a statistically significant
increase at the 0.05 level in performance as the threshold is applied from none to .75 and in the
cases that are not statistically significant we can see an increase in performance as the threshold
increases. The pairwise comparisons can be seen in appendix A.
This provides evidence that if we selectively target and synthesize observations with high propen-
sity we may achieve higher scores then just randomly choosing observations. Secondly, the pres-
ence of the original data that is not synthesized may not be as important to the generalization of the
learner. In other words, concentrating on the high probabilistic samples yields better results than
consideration of the entire under represented group.
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Figure 4.6: OUPS Performance by Increase in Threshold
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Results of Mixing Under and Over-Sampling
In this section we review the results for sensitivity and G mean when including under-sampling as
a preprocessing step before over-sampling. The results for sensitivity can be seen in figure 4.7 and
the results for G mean can bee seen in figure 4.8. These results are statistically significant at the
0.05 level as shown by the pairwise comparisons located in appendix A.
In general including Tomek link under-sampling resulted in degradation of the learner when com-
pared to just applying the over-sampling technique. The results for this section where a bit surpris-
ing considering that some other studies suggest the use of applying an over and under-sampling
approach is generally an improvement [19, 87].
It may be the case that performing over-sampling first makes a difference or that perhaps other
under-sampling approaches are better but we did not specifically test for this. We can see that
under-sampling using the Tomek link approach will degrade performance when mixed with a syn-
thetic over-sampling approach using the learners applied in these experiments.
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Figure 4.7: TL Under-Sampling Versus no Under-Sampling - Win Ratio for Sensitivity. Ex-
treme,High, Medium and Low Imbalance from Top to Bottom
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Figure 4.8: TL Under-Sampling versus no Under-Sampling - Win Ratio for G Mean. Extreme,
High, Medium and Low Imbalance from Top to Bottom
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Results by Learner
In this section the results are presented by learner. the accompanying statistical tests are provided
in appendix B, D, E and F. The results are mostly interpreted from the target of interest which is
the under represented group thus emphasize is on improvement over doing no processing validated
through sensitivity scores. In cases where scores are close importance is placed on G mean as
appropriate. We do however include specificity as well for review.
SVM with an RBF Kernel
The extreme imbalanced data represent severely under represented examples and these are gener-
ally difficult to classify as can be seen by the increase of scores shown in tables 4.8 - 4.9 as the
imbalance levels decrease.
The Safe Level OUPS method resulted in the highest sensitivity and G mean scores in the pres-
ence of extreme imbalance and were higher when compared to not applying any technique. The
specificity and sensitivity trade-off usually causes each measure to move in opposite directions.
For example if sensitivity goes up then specificity goes down. Applying the Tomek link under-
sampling approach as a preprocessing step did not improve the performance of the under-sampled
data.
In the presence of high imbalance data the Safe Level OUPS technique was the only technique
to perform better compared to not applying re-sampling although The G mean score for none
remained higher. Again we see that applying Tomek link under-sampling does not improve gener-
alization of the learner.
In the presence of medium imbalance Safe Level OUPS produced the highest sensitivity scores
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and combined with Tomek link under-sampling produced the highest G mean scores. The Safe
Level based techniques with under-sampling performed better than doing nothing but in general
applying under-sampling as a preprocessing step generally degraded performance just as in the
other imbalance levels mentioned thus far.
In low imbalance the ENN under-sampling technique outperformed the other techniques and was
the only technique that improved sensitivity and G mean compared to not performing any re-
sampling. Applying under-sampling as a preprocessing step did not yield better results compared
to the over-sampling counter parts.
In general applying over and under sampling to the radial basis function kernel has little impact on
the learner. The stopping threshold helps to increase performance for sensitivity and in some cases
G mean. Since this learner produces a global partitioning of the data as opposed to consideration
of local areas it may be the case that achieving separation has more of an impact then applying a
sampling technique provided there is no removal of outliers as part of the re-sampling approach.
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Table 4.8: Extreme Imbalance (Left) and High Imbalance(Right) using RBF SVM
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 27.50 98.67 27.38
TL 27.50 98.68 27.38
TL+SLSMOTE 35.00 98.69 34.80
TL+SMOTE 19.42 99.51 42.95
TL+SLOUP 45.00 98.69 44.77
TL+OUPS75 27.50 98.67 27.38
TL+OUPS5 30.34 99.35 36.22
TL+OUPS 8.60 99.59 28.82
SLSMOTE 36.67 99.20 36.50
SMOTE 27.15 99.45 38.67
SLOUP 47.50 98.70 47.24
OUPS75 36.67 99.20 36.51
OUPS5 5.39 99.36 11.53
OUPS 7.18 99.57 26.52
NONE 36.00 99.20 36.15
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 43.96 96.17 46.83
TL 45.34 96.30 48.98
TL+SLSMOTE 49.26 96.13 53.13
TL+SMOTE 39.53 98.28 57.40
TL+SLOUP 49.71 95.99 52.78
TL+OUPS75 50.01 96.07 54.16
TL+OUPS5 35.84 97.01 48.43
TL+OUPS 31.19 97.99 48.58
SLSMOTE 57.63 96.14 61.43
SMOTE 44.14 97.52 56.74
SLOUP 59.83 95.94 61.88
OUPS75 56.09 96.11 60.56
OUPS5 48.78 96.23 56.31
OUPS 34.98 97.78 51.55
NONE 59.79 95.99 62.54
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Table 4.9: Medium Imbalance (Left) and Low Imbalance (Right) using RBF SVM
Technique Sensitivity(%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 56.75 91.36 58.35
TL 50.84 92.42 54.39
TL+SLSMOTE 61.08 92.47 68.42
TL+SMOTE 47.39 95.26 63.34
TL+SLOUP 65.23 92.08 70.61
TL+OUPS75 51.23 91.84 56.22
TL+OUPS5 56.34 92.37 63.64
TL+OUPS 44.31 95.38 60.91
SLSMOTE 64.82 91.92 69.02
SMOTE 53.67 93.62 64.88
SLOUP 65.02 91.55 67.60
OUPS75 53.76 91.44 56.77
OUPS5 50.00 91.91 55.56
OUPS 45.02 95.96 61.81
NONE 57.97 91.30 59.67
Technique Sensitivity(%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 80.31 88.64 82.35
TL 77.57 90.66 82.69
TL+SLSMOTE 71.51 92.63 79.90
TL+SMOTE 68.76 93.93 79.74
TL+SLOUP 71.26 92.29 80.39
TL+OUPS75 73.77 89.53 79.87
TL+OUPS5 73.82 90.43 80.31
TL+OUPS 70.29 92.66 79.21
SLSMOTE 76.27 90.54 82.59
SMOTE 72.30 91.82 80.74
SLOUP 74.52 90.88 81.62
OUPS75 79.03 87.26 81.65
OUPS5 75.54 89.00 80.53
OUPS 70.26 92.64 79.86
NONE 79.29 87.63 81.92
SVM with a Linear Kernel
For the extreme imbalance linear SVM performed very poorly as shown in tables 4.10 - 4.11. Most
techniques found it difficult to identify any under represented samples in this group. The Tomek
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link combined versions seemed to provide some coverage with the SLSMOTE mixed approach
resulting in the highest sensitivity scores. SMOTE resulted in improved measures in each category
as well as resulting in the highest G mean.
In high imbalanced data the Safe level SMOTE approach resulted in the highest sensitivity scores
while the Tomek link and SMOTE mixed approach resulted in the highest G mean. Most tech-
niques offered improvement over no use of sampling at all.
For medium imbalance the OUPS approached resulted in the highest scores while in the low im-
balance ENN resulted in the highest sensitivity scores. For low imbalance the only technique to
perform better then not applying a re-sampling technique was ENN.
Over-sampling approaches tend to not perform well within lower levels of imbalance in regards to
sensitivity scores. In general the data did not provide any statistical evidence to support any claim
of improvement. The pairwise comparisons are provided in appendix C.
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Table 4.10: Extreme Imbalance (Left) and High Imbalance(Right) using Linear SVM
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 0.00 98.64 0.00
TL 0.00 98.64 0.00
TL+SLSMOTE 12.50 98.65 12.44
TL+SMOTE 5.86 99.44 21.60
TL+SLOUP 10.00 98.65 9.95
TL+OUPS75 0.00 98.64 0.00
TL+OUPS5 2.97 99.27 8.58
TL+OUPS 4.75 99.63 19.99
SLSMOTE 2.50 98.65 2.49
SMOTE 5.89 99.45 21.66
SLOUP 0.00 98.64 0.00
OUPS75 0.00 98.64 0.00
OUPS5 0.76 98.81 4.34
OUPS 4.94 99.63 20.28
NONE 0.00 98.64 0.00
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 29.04 95.80 29.94
TL 36.35 95.82 39.75
TL+SLSMOTE 38.07 96.13 42.77
TL+SMOTE 28.52 97.76 48.13
TL+SLOUP 38.62 96.04 43.10
TL+OUPS75 35.43 96.18 41.35
TL+OUPS5 30.65 97.35 45.99
TL+OUPS 27.27 98.27 46.48
SLSMOTE 38.66 96.00 43.12
SMOTE 28.34 97.63 47.56
SLOUP 29.93 95.83 31.19
OUPS75 37.86 96.10 42.73
OUPS5 32.61 96.22 39.64
OUPS 26.78 98.30 46.54
NONE 29.04 95.78 29.93
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Table 4.11: Medium Imbalance (Left) and Low Imbalance (Right) using Linear SVM
Technique Sensitivity(%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 26.39 90.51 28.74
TL 37.62 91.51 41.81
TL+SLSMOTE 33.40 92.01 39.47
TL+SMOTE 35.68 94.68 53.04
TL+SLOUP 34.93 91.84 40.30
TL+OUPS75 34.86 91.93 40.41
TL+OUPS5 34.89 92.16 41.45
TL+OUPS 36.20 95.43 54.09
SLSMOTE 34.70 91.55 39.38
SMOTE 35.86 94.66 53.24
SLOUP 36.40 91.26 38.98
OUPS75 25.96 90.98 28.70
OUPS5 37.82 91.92 43.25
OUPS 36.51 95.37 54.28
NONE 20.43 90.43 22.06
Technique Sensitivity(%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 74.75 85.10 77.62
TL 71.58 87.10 77.55
TL+SLSMOTE 68.08 89.97 76.73
TL+SMOTE 62.81 91.86 74.28
TL+SLOUP 67.64 89.05 76.10
TL+OUPS75 71.36 87.42 77.58
TL+OUPS5 69.90 88.43 77.15
TL+OUPS 65.24 88.99 74.41
SLSMOTE 71.30 87.60 77.61
SMOTE 61.68 91.46 73.35
SLOUP 70.02 87.91 76.95
OUPS75 72.13 85.57 76.40
OUPS5 71.25 87.76 77.65
OUPS 65.82 89.86 75.28
NONE 73.63 85.15 76.37
LDA
In the presence of extreme imbalance the under-sampling techniques Tomek Link and ENN along
with some under-sampling and over-sampling combinations using Safe Level approaches resulted
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in improvement of sensitivity. Unlike the SVM with radial basis function kernels this data set
improved with preprocessing using Tomek link under-sampling. The threshold stopping condition
for OUPS also improved performance.
In the high imbalance levels the under-sampling and the Safe Level approaches resulted in im-
provement over applying no preprocessing for sensitivity. Using OUPS with .75 stopping thresh-
old resulted in high sensitivity scores as well. The Safe Level OUPS approach offered the highest
scores for both sensitivity and G mean.
In the medium imbalance the under-sampling approaches offered the highest sensitivity improve-
ments along with Safe-Level smote when compared to doing no sampling. In the Low imbalanced
data there was no improvement to sensitivity or G mean offered through any sampling technique.
A common theme found in these results is that performing under sampling does not improve perfor-
mance although increasing the stopping threshold for OUPS based approaches helps improve per-
formance. Most of the techniques do not offer improvements compared to applying no re-sampling
technique with the exception of the under-sampling approaches and the safe level approaches in
high and extreme imbalance.
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Table 4.12: Extreme Imbalance(Left) and High Imbalance (Right) using LDA
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 28.08 98.78 43.95
TL 27.38 98.80 43.69
TL+SLSMOTE 29.12 98.86 45.92
TL+SMOTE 5.10 99.47 20.35
TL+SLOUP 27.72 98.78 46.13
TL+OUPS75 28.39 98.82 44.72
TL+OUPS5 18.33 99.34 37.15
TL+OUPS 4.94 99.62 20.28
SLSMOTE 21.64 99.27 37.93
SMOTE 12.82 99.39 27.36
SLOUP 14.87 99.25 30.02
OUPS75 20.97 99.27 37.85
OUPS5 6.84 99.43 21.43
OUPS 2.50 99.65 15.46
NONE 21.15 99.27 37.82
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 45.21 96.45 53.35
TL 42.99 96.65 52.65
TL+SLSMOTE 40.85 96.33 54.20
TL+SMOTE 24.80 97.96 42.56
TL+SLOUP 40.51 96.46 49.24
TL+OUPS75 43.41 96.22 54.41
TL+OUPS5 28.84 97.17 43.53
TL+OUPS 24.09 97.82 41.03
SLSMOTE 44.11 96.37 55.20
SMOTE 32.90 97.30 46.90
SLOUP 45.51 96.58 55.56
OUPS75 43.83 96.20 53.81
OUPS5 39.37 96.35 51.43
OUPS 26.16 97.87 42.34
NONE 42.35 96.28 53.02
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Table 4.13: Medium Imbalance(Left) and Low Imbalance (Right) using LDA
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 54.08 91.50 61.61
TL 51.19 92.39 59.46
TL+SLSMOTE 47.47 92.11 59.12
TL+SMOTE 35.64 94.48 52.88
TL+SLOUP 47.70 91.89 59.71
TL+OUPS75 47.08 91.91 57.62
TL+OUPS5 45.55 92.27 58.15
TL+OUPS 36.29 95.24 53.97
SLSMOTE 51.66 91.81 61.55
SMOTE 40.79 93.22 55.00
SLOUP 49.53 91.63 60.47
OUPS75 48.29 91.50 56.31
OUPS5 48.11 91.95 58.04
OUPS 36.09 95.33 53.88
NONE 50.64 91.44 57.80
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 64.53 86.92 72.29
TL 58.11 88.49 69.33
TL+SLSMOTE 66.41 89.39 75.55
TL+SMOTE 60.10 91.84 72.54
TL+SLOUP 66.48 88.97 75.36
TL+OUPS75 68.63 87.42 75.86
TL+OUPS5 67.26 88.17 75.48
TL+OUPS 62.93 89.63 73.32
SLSMOTE 69.77 86.77 76.28
SMOTE 65.08 89.76 74.76
SLOUP 69.19 86.91 76.02
OUPS75 71.63 85.33 76.13
OUPS5 70.43 87.40 76.98
OUPS 64.10 89.82 74.14
NONE 74.18 85.08 77.93
Logistic Regression
In extreme imbalance the under-sampling techniques provided increases in both sensitivity and
G mean over using no sampling technique at all. Performing a combination of under and over-
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sampling did not improve classification performance for sensitivity although increasing the stop-
ping condition for OUPS did increase performance.
In high imbalanced data Safe Level OUPS was the only technique to offer improvements compared
to applying no re-sampling technique at all although the overall G mean did not improve.
In the medium imbalance level the highest sensitivity and G mean performers where under-sampling
techniques ENN and Tomek Link respectively with only Safe-Level SMOTE providing improve-
ment over not performing any re-sampling. Applying under-sampling before over sampling did
not improve scores compared to just applying one or the other.
In the presence of Low imbalance we do not see any improvements offered through re-sampling
and similarly applying both under-sampling and over-sampling usually performed worse then just
applying one approach alone.
In general performing under-sampling before over-sampling did not perform better than just apply-
ing over-sampling. As we increase the stopping condition in OUPS the classifier performs better
and under-sampling in general seems to perform fairly well across all levels of imbalance. These
were consistent with the results with LDA which makes sense since these approaches are similar.
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Table 4.14: Extreme Imbalance(Left) and High Imbalance (Right) using Logstic Regression
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 27.08 99.11 29.94
TL 26.92 99.07 30.86
TL+SLSMOTE 27.75 99.02 32.97
TL+SMOTE 5.86 99.42 21.61
TL+SLOUP 26.71 99.06 29.93
TL+OUPS75 26.12 99.07 29.52
TL+OUPS5 19.16 99.59 26.46
TL+OUPS 5.15 99.63 20.59
SLSMOTE 21.39 99.55 23.39
SMOTE 14.10 99.55 22.27
SLOUP 19.44 99.67 20.94
OUPS75 21.39 99.62 23.39
OUPS5 1.90 99.72 7.58
OUPS 2.51 99.65 15.50
NONE 21.17 99.62 23.25
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 46.67 97.82 53.03
TL 45.26 97.68 52.89
TL+SLSMOTE 43.08 97.24 52.73
TL+SMOTE 25.52 97.84 43.27
TL+SLOUP 46.16 97.21 53.57
TL+OUPS75 42.22 97.19 51.59
TL+OUPS5 30.16 98.06 43.86
TL+OUPS 23.74 97.87 40.76
SLSMOTE 45.67 97.35 54.86
SMOTE 32.14 97.90 45.99
SLOUP 48.15 97.38 53.96
OUPS75 45.55 97.50 54.78
OUPS5 40.93 97.73 51.25
OUPS 25.75 98.00 42.20
NONE 47.51 97.44 56.00
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Table 4.15: Medium Imbalance(Left) and Low Imbalance (Right) using Logstic Regression
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 58.19 93.41 64.02
TL 55.02 94.99 61.15
TL+SLSMOTE 49.72 93.84 60.91
TL+SMOTE 35.78 94.63 53.06
TL+SLOUP 49.31 93.50 60.78
TL+OUPS75 48.76 94.58 58.18
TL+OUPS5 47.19 94.26 58.76
TL+OUPS 36.12 95.29 53.85
SLSMOTE 53.76 93.79 62.27
SMOTE 41.61 94.16 55.57
SLOUP 52.55 93.46 61.80
OUPS75 51.47 94.15 57.70
OUPS5 48.17 94.56 56.58
OUPS 36.60 95.40 54.28
NONE 53.44 93.97 59.48
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 67.66 87.52 74.10
TL 62.18 88.67 71.85
TL+SLSMOTE 67.05 88.79 75.61
TL+SMOTE 62.22 91.45 73.72
TL+SLOUP 66.89 89.45 75.85
TL+OUPS75 70.32 87.54 76.91
TL+OUPS5 69.39 88.52 76.90
TL+OUPS 64.51 89.75 74.36
SLSMOTE 70.32 87.12 76.76
SMOTE 66.43 89.51 75.47
SLOUP 69.64 87.31 76.44
OUPS75 72.80 85.63 76.91
OUPS5 72.05 87.40 77.89
OUPS 65.40 89.97 75.04
NONE 74.33 85.92 78.26
Neural Networks
In the presence of extreme imbalance the Safe Level OUPS technique provided the highest sen-
sitivity and G mean scores followed by OUPS with .75 stopping threshold. No other technique
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outperformed using no re-sampling. Additionally the findings for Safe Level OUPS compared to
no re-sampling was found to be statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
In the presence of high imbalance the use of under-sampling techniques resulted in improvement
of sensitivity compared to no re-sampling approach taken. Safe Level OUPS resulted in the high-
est sensitivity and G mean scores in this category as well. Applying under-sampling and over-
sampling did not yield any improvements compared to just doing one or the other. In both the
medium and low imbalance applying no re-sampling performed better in sensitivity scores.
In general the Safe Level OUPS approach was statistically significant at the 0.05 level at the ex-
treme level when compared to doing no re-sampling. Applying both under and over-sampling does
not improve performance compared to just doing one or the other and as the stopping condition
increases for OUPS it tends to perform better.
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Table 4.16: Extreme Imbalance(Left) and High Imbalance (Right) using Neural Networks
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 58.96 99.25 64.88
TL 53.14 99.21 60.79
TL+SLSMOTE 54.78 99.27 62.55
TL+SMOTE 11.33 99.41 27.89
TL+SLOUP 56.33 99.11 63.90
TL+OUPS75 57.81 99.25 64.55
TL+OUPS5 46.18 99.54 56.22
TL+OUPS 12.24 99.56 26.12
SLSMOTE 56.53 99.28 63.24
SMOTE 32.85 99.34 44.59
SLOUP 63.48 99.09 68.92
OUPS75 59.87 99.23 64.75
OUPS5 48.66 99.29 54.51
OUPS 11.21 99.61 25.17
NONE 59.47 99.17 66.50
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 72.04 98.26 75.69
TL 68.20 98.43 73.63
TL+SLSMOTE 58.15 98.06 66.70
TL+SMOTE 34.92 98.32 51.06
TL+SLOUP 66.66 98.21 73.81
TL+OUPS75 60.09 98.13 67.92
TL+OUPS5 44.98 98.36 57.82
TL+OUPS 32.50 98.69 48.42
SLSMOTE 60.60 98.16 66.65
SMOTE 49.25 98.06 61.07
SLOUP 72.91 98.11 77.34
OUPS75 63.02 98.01 68.51
OUPS5 63.62 97.72 71.49
OUPS 34.13 98.49 50.12
NONE 67.32 97.84 72.76
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Table 4.17: Medium Imbalance(Left) and Low Imbalance (Right) using Neural Networks
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 69.79 94.56 74.84
TL 67.49 95.69 75.01
TL+SLSMOTE 60.42 95.34 70.21
TL+SMOTE 43.34 95.57 59.83
TL+SLOUP 59.11 94.29 69.74
TL+OUPS75 63.33 95.22 72.46
TL+OUPS5 61.70 94.92 72.01
TL+OUPS 43.28 96.51 59.67
slsmote 67.82 94.88 74.05
SMOTE 56.05 95.17 67.23
SLOUP 65.26 94.08 71.91
OUPS75 68.61 94.53 75.03
OUPS5 65.86 95.05 73.33
OUPS 44.78 96.19 60.27
NONE 69.92 94.29 74.75
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%)
ENN 75.24 90.77 76.63
TL 69.09 91.47 73.30
TL+SLSMOTE 79.00 92.36 84.18
TL+SMOTE 64.14 94.32 74.55
TL+SLOUP 77.51 92.10 83.44
TL+OUPS75 78.00 92.54 83.90
TL+OUPS5 75.65 92.68 82.76
TL+OUPS 69.90 94.66 78.51
SLSMOTE 83.20 89.85 85.58
SMOTE 73.67 91.80 80.05
SLOUP 76.94 90.24 81.32
OUPS75 81.46 90.46 84.01
OUPS5 79.20 90.92 84.10
OUPS 75.99 93.52 83.15
NONE 85.71 88.82 85.39
Simulated Example
In this section we conducted experiments using simulated data to understand how Safe Level OUPS
impacts a data-set. Understanding highly dimensional data can be difficult thus we limit our ran-
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domly generated data sets using multivariate Gaussian distribution with 3 variables in order to
visual display the results in a 2 dimensional graph. The purpose of the section is to highlight the
benefit of using the Safe Level algorithm within imbalanced data containing minority observations
with outliers.
Simulated Samples and SVM
The SVM algorithm can be very difficult to train particularly in the case of outliers hence alter-
native weighted derivations have been proposed in order to combat this problem specific to SVM
classifiers [78, 28, 98]. Since the Safe Level OUPS algorithm has the ability to remove outliers
we conducted experiments with randomly generated data and induced outliers. 30 runs were con-
ducted using 1000 random samples and k fold cross validation using 10 folds. The imbalance level
was set to 10% for an imbalance ratio approximately 10 to 1.
The Safe-Level SMOTE and Safe Level OUPS techniques where applied to each data set and
then compared against each other as well as the non sampled data set using only an SVM linear
classifier with the complexity parameter set to 1. The choice in parameter was purely based on
the default recommendation within our software. Since our main goal is to highlight the way Safe
Level OUPS targets outliers no tuning was applied other than the choice of parameters for choosing
knn. Table 4.18 highlights the results.
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Table 4.18: SVM using Simulated Data
Technique Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) G Mean (%) TP FP FN TN
NONE 0% 88.95 % 0% 0 0 3315 26685
SLOUP 78.94 % 94.97% 85.97 % 1930 1385 541 26144
SLSMOTE 66.06% 94.29 % 72.17% 1679 1636 510 26175
Table 4.19: Paired T Test p Values - Sensitivity (Left) Specificity (Middle) G Mean (Right)
Sensitivity NONE SLOUP
SLOUP 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.00
Specificity NONE SLOUP
SLOUP 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.00
G Mean NONE SLOUP
SLOUP 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.00
The results were compared using ANOVA and the Tukey HSD post hoc procedure for pairwise
comparisons and found to be statistically significant at the 0.05 alpha level for Specificity, Sen-
sitivity and G mean. The amount of true positives(TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN)
and false negatives (FN) are also provided. Using no re-sampling the classifier was not able to
detect any true positives which are the observations of interest. However applying a re-sampling
technique we can see that the there is considerable improvement.
Although the Safe Level OUPS technique produced the fewest amount of true negatives it still did
much better when it came to determining the target of interest. There is always a trade-off between
sensitivity and specificity which means that one algorithm may not outperform another in both
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measures thus the typical use of G mean to provide a more balanced measure, however the Safe
Level OUPS technique did in fact outperform the others on every measure.
This example demonstrates the effectiveness of this technique when the observations contain some
degree of outliers within the minority group. In this example the use of SVM was applied simply
due to the known fact that the original formulation suffers in the presence of outliers. This would
mostly likely be the case for other geometric based classifiers such as the perceptron which shares
similar properties to SVMs such as being a large margin classifier.
Visual Representation
The Safe Level OUPS algorithm is unique compared to other synthetic re-sampling techniques in
that it actually removes what it considers are outliers found within the minority group. Figure 4.9
is an image of randomly sampled imbalanced multivariate data set comprised of 500 samples of
3 variables X1, X2 and Y . The dependent variable Y is categorical and contains the label for the
data as Y ∈ {0, 1}. Here we denote that the minority samples contain the label Y = 1. After
constructing the data we randomly switched the label on 20 samples. If the label was 1 it was
changed to 0 and vice versa. This was done to simulate outliers within the data set from the under
represented class.
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Figure 4.9: Random Sample
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show how this data set looks like after applying both Safe Level OUPS and
Safe-Level SMOTE to the simulated sample. The purpose of these images to visually depict how
these algorithms can alter the data-set after being applied. The x axis denotes variable X1 and the
y-axis denotes variable X2, both variables are continuous. Samples in red have Y = 0 and in blue
have Y = 1.
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Figure 4.10: After Applying Safe Level OUPS
Figure 4.11: After Applying Safe-Level SMOTE
The Safe-Level SMOTE technique increases the amount of samples that are considered in the safe
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zone which is visible when looking at figure 4.11. However, the outliers of the under-sampled
data remain while the Safe Level OUPS technique can target and remove outliers based on the
parameters chosen for determining knn. Although we do not make specific emphasis of the vari-
able selection for determining knn most of the heuristic based algorithms due require fine tuning
so we did tune it to specifically target the most amount of outliers. In this particular example the
variable used was the propensity score and X2 as this produced the best visual results for this set
of experiments.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
In this dissertation we performed experiments using a variety of re-sampling techniques on various
sized data sets with different levels of imbalance. A formal definition of imbalance was proposed
allowing for observations to be made with the degree of imbalance along with the technique and
machine learning algorithm to be made. In this chapter we conclude by providing an overview
of what was observed along with the answers to the research questions proposed in Chapter 1.
Recommendations for deciding when to choose appropriate approaches are also given.
To combat class imbalance a priori synthetic over-sampling methods were developed. The Over-
sampling Using Propensity Scores (OUPS) approach uses prior knowledge as additional informa-
tion for generating synthetic samples in over-sampling. This approach is not restricted to sampling
minority observations but samples that are most like the target of interest. The algorithm allows
for limiting synthetic sampling to a specific threshold and is fairly easy to implement
Another technique that we developed was the Safe Level OUPS approach which selectively syn-
thetically over-samples based on locality of its neighbors. This approach is also a heuristic based
technique that is not constrained to sampling based on group membership. One key component that
makes this technique very distinct is that it removes minority observations that appear as outliers
in the data.
The other sampling techniques explored included Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN), Tomek Link
(TL) under-sampling, Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling TEchnique (SMOTE), Borderline SMOTE,
LN SMOTE, Safe-Level SMOTE and combinations of Tomek Link under-sampling with the differ-
ent over-sampling strategies using neural networks, SVM, LDA and Logistic Regression classifiers
on various sized imbalanced data.
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Under-sampling strategies were included mainly because they usually outperform over-sampling
techniques thus if an over-sampling technique is to be considered useful it should also be able to
compete against under-sampling algorithms as well. Additionally it provided a comparison of over
and under-sampling combinations against just choosing one or the other.
The modification to OUPS although not as powerful as the other methods did perform moderately
well within neural networks and increased in performance with the complexity of the network.
The difference between OUPS and a stopping threshold of .75 was statistically significant at the
0.05 level. When applying thresholds one must be mindful of how to set the limit as it may result
in no re-sampling applied. In fact between OUPS and ENN there were times when no sampling
was performed because the algorithm could not locate eligible candidates for sampling or removal.
Increasing the threshold will results in better performance for the generic OUPS technique although
the highest threshold applied resulted in marginal improvements compared to no re-sampling if
any. The most consistent algorithm in terms of mode in winning is the Edited Nearest neighbor
under-sampling approach. Although it may not have outperformed considerably in score each run
the fact that it won consistently makes this algorithm a good approach that generalized well across
imbalance levels and learner.
The Safe Level OUPS technique resulted in the highest average sensitivity and G mean measures
overall and performed well with SVM based learners. Pairing the learners into different groupings
highlighted the strength of the Borderline techniques when using neural networks and probabilistic
learners on average.
The Safe Level OUPS technique did have the most amount of observed wins within a neural net-
work containing 20 nodes even though results show the average performance in that group was
lower than not applying any technique. However other results indicate that this approach was of-
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ten times the best performer out of all over-sampling approaches including when combined with
Tomek link under-sampling. This approach was most impactful within SVM and neural networks
particularly at the extreme level and seemed to generalize good across the different learners in the
extreme and high imbalanced levels. Performance degraded in lower levels of imbalance. Simu-
lated experiments also highlighted how well this technique performs in the presence of outliers in
the minority group when tuned.
Attempting to combine or perform Tomek link under-sampling as a preprocessing step degraded
performance compared to just the over-sampled version and there was no statistical evidence at the
0.05 level to support the claim of proposed improvement. Therefore using extra sampling does not
appear as helpful as target selection.
The fact that the SLOUP technique outperformed the other over-sampling techniques and that
increasing the threshold for OUPS increases performance suggest that selective replication and
removal of noise remains more important than simply over sampling alone.
Recommendations
In most cases it is desirable to have an understanding of the data when applying prediction models.
However with imbalanced data there can be a notable problem caused by data set shift limiting
our understanding of the data. As previously mentioned, data set shift is when the underlying
distribution from the sampled data is different from the population distribution. In such cases
knowing information about the population distribution is made difficult and the use of heuristic
approaches can help aid in prediction.
The re-sampling methods discussed in this work fall into this category of approaches and thus care
must be taken when deciding what to consider. If the data is of low to medium imbalance then
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it is not advisable to consider any of the over sampling techniques discussed in this work. The
use of Edited nearest neighbor as an under sampling technique should be considered if the data is
medium imbalanced and little is known about the distribution.
The Edited nearest neighbor generally provided good coverage although it was not always statis-
tically significant or resulted in the highest scores. When the cost of misclassification is high then
every little improvement is worth considering. For example in the fraud detection example given
x may be of large cost. Assume there are a number of fraudulent transaction attempts that occur
yearly having an average cost of x = $10, 000 then the difference between 1% increase in perfor-
mance may translate to a savings of $10, 000. This may become considerably higher if the average
yearly fraud cases that occur are higher or result in higher average cost.
When imbalance is extreme to high and cost is a factor consideration should be given to the Safe
Level OUPS approach when using a neural network with a large amount of nodes or an SVM based
classifier. Safe Level OUPS is very effective with SVM based learners when the data contains
some degree of outliers. The OUPS with threshold should also be considered when using a neural
network based learner.
Table 5.1 provides a summary of these recommendations in table format based on the factors
described above. This includes imbalance level, impact of cost and the type of learner considered.
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Table 5.1: Recommended Technique
Cost is a Factor Imbalance Learner Technique
No Medium - Low Any ENN
No Extreme - High Any SLOUP
Yes Low Any Seek alternative methods
Yes Medium Any ENN
Yes Extreme - High SVM SLOUP
Yes Extreme - High NN many nodes SLOUP
Yes Extreme - High NN few nodes OUPS with threshold
Yes Extreme - High LDA or LR Seek alternative methods
Limitations
Most of the re-sampling approaches require a selection of knn among other considerations. In
these experiments we limited our choice of knn to 5 which was a bit higher compared to some
of our past experiments. For the OUPS based approaches we limited our choice of features for
determining neighbors to all features plus the propensity score.
This was done so that they would provide more similar results to the SMOTE base approaches and
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allow for consideration of just the propensity score as a factor of interest since this was the main
difference. We have seen that selection and choice of variable inclusion does impact overall scores
and that these heuristic based approaches are sensitive to the classifier and to tuning.
The only tuned experiment was the simulated sample but this was primarily done to highlight the
Safe Level advantages and strengths as an approach which was already mentioned.
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APPENDIX A: WINS BY TECHNIQUE NEMENYI TEST
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Table A.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00
TL+SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL+SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.09 0.01 0.28 0.23 0.14
TL+OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06
TL+OUPS5 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.07
SLOUP 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.44 1.00 1.00 0.03
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.71 0.26 0.94 0.91 0.82 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.69 0.98 0.46
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.95 0.00 0.99 1.00 0.29
OUPS5 0.99 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.97 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.79
OUPS 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.19 1.00 0.08 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.43
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Table A.2: Extreme Imbalance G Mean Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00
TL+SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL+SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.18 0.07 0.60 0.56 0.38
TL+OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.19
TL+OUPS5 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.03 0.01 0.18 0.16 0.08 1.00 0.03 0.35
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 0.33
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.15 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00
SMOTE 0.65 0.38 0.96 0.95 0.87 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.58
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.47
OUPS5 0.97 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.76 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.92
OUPS 0.06 0.02 0.30 0.27 0.15 1.00 0.06 0.51 1.00 0.49 0.04 1.00 0.03 0.88
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Table A.3: High Imbalance Sensitivity Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 0.73 0.99
TL+SLOUP 0.42 0.91 1.00
TL+SLSMOTE 0.10 0.51 1.00 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.24
TL+OUPS75 0.60 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.02
TL+OUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.21 0.63 1.00 0.11
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.69 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.03 0.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.56 0.93 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.93 0.01 0.16
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.85 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.02
OUPS5 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.00
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Table A.4: High Imbalance G Mean Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 0.60 1.00
TL+SLOUP 0.62 1.00 1.00
TL+SLSMOTE 0.26 0.95 1.00 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.08 0.77 0.75 0.97
TL+OUPS75 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.68
TL+OUPS5 0.00 0.05 0.66 0.64 0.93 1.00 0.56
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.15 0.44 1.00 0.11 1.00
SLOUP 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.21 1.00 0.14 0.01
SLSMOTE 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 0.20 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.37 0.89 0.00 0.00
OUPS75 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.22 1.00 0.15 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.10 1.00 0.06 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.01 0.22 0.21 0.55 1.00 0.16 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.28 0.82 0.02 0.01
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Table A.5: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 0.99 0.85
TL+SLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.12
TL+SLSMOTE 0.01 0.00 0.51 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.05
TL+OUPS75 0.12 0.02 0.93 0.99 1.00 0.00
TL+OUPS5 0.01 0.00 0.49 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.19 1.00 0.03 0.20
SLOUP 0.73 0.34 1.00 0.55 0.94 0.00 1.00 0.93 0.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.45 0.09 0.00 0.98
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.12 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.99 1.00 0.65 0.55 0.01
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.30 0.04 0.00 0.93 1.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.63 0.25 1.00 0.66 0.97 0.00 1.00 0.97 0.00 1.00 0.95 0.66 0.87
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.38 1.00 0.07 0.40 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00
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Table A.6: Medium Imbalance G Mean Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 1.00 0.93
TL+SLOUP 0.21 0.02 0.85
TL+SLSMOTE 0.24 0.03 0.88 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.13
TL+OUPS75 0.83 0.31 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01
TL+OUPS5 0.32 0.04 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.33 1.00 0.03 0.25
SLOUP 0.98 0.67 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.22 0.26 0.00 0.85 0.34 0.00 0.99
SMOTE 0.09 0.01 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 0.62 0.91 0.10
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 0.30 0.00 0.88 0.38 0.00 0.99 1.00 0.11
OUPS5 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.94 0.95 0.00 1.00 0.98 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.50 1.00 0.07 0.40 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.78 0.00 0.00
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Table A.7: Low Imbalance Sensitivity Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 0.60 1.00
TL+SLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.08
TL+SLSMOTE 0.00 0.04 0.62 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00
TL+OUPS75 0.01 0.20 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.00
TL+OUPS5 0.00 0.16 0.91 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.04 1.00 1.00 0.23 0.90 0.93
SLOUP 0.00 0.07 0.77 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.98
SLSMOTE 0.71 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.50 0.00 0.88 0.83 0.02 0.66
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.87 0.67 0.47 0.55 1.00 0.75 0.00
OUPS75 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.46 0.39 0.00 0.23 1.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.46 0.99 1.00 0.13 0.75 0.00 0.98 0.96 0.06 0.87 1.00 0.01 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.13 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.01 0.21
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Table A.8: Low Imbalance G Mean Nemenyi Test p Values
NONE ENN TL TL+SLOUP TL+SLSMOTE TL+SMOTE TL+OUPS75 TL+OUPS5 TL+OUPS SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE OUPS75 OUPS5
ENN 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00
TL+SLOUP 0.02 0.33 0.45
TL+SLSMOTE 0.13 0.79 0.88 1.00
TL+SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
TL+OUPS75 0.23 0.91 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.00
TL+OUPS5 0.36 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TL+OUPS 0.00 0.05 0.08 1.00 0.99 0.19 0.95 0.88
SLOUP 0.03 0.46 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.93 0.00 0.98 1.00 0.12 0.69
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.98 0.70 0.69 0.52 0.37 1.00 0.94 0.01
OUPS75 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.99 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 0.92 1.00 0.04
OUPS5 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.99 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 0.87 1.00 0.03 1.00
OUPS 0.03 0.47 0.61 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.93 0.93 0.87
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APPENDIX B: SVM RBF STATISTICAL TESTS (HOLMMETHOD)
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Table B.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.75 0.75
OUPS5 0.07 0.07 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07
SLOUP 0.55 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.55
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.49 0.04 1.00 0.75
SMOTE 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.09 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.09
TLOUPS 0.74 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.00 0.43 0.05 0.74
TLOUPS5 0.74 0.08 0.27 0.01 0.74 0.86 1.00 0.08 0.74 0.22
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.74 0.74
TLSLOUP 0.42 0.34 0.01 0.00 0.42 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.42 0.01 0.82 0.42
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00
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Table B.2: Extreme Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.75 0.75
OUPS5 0.07 0.07 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07
SLOUP 0.55 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.55
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.49 0.04 1.00 0.75
SMOTE 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.09 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.09
TLOUPS 0.74 0.74 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.00 0.43 0.05 0.74
TLOUPS5 0.74 0.08 0.27 0.01 0.74 0.86 1.00 0.08 0.74 0.22
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.07 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.74 0.74
TLSLOUP 0.42 0.34 0.01 0.00 0.42 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.42 0.01 0.82 0.42
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00
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Table B.3: Extreme Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 0.08 0.08 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08
SLOUP 0.67 0.62 1.00 0.00 0.67
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.08 0.07 1.00 0.00 0.08 1.00 0.62
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.08
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 0.11 0.08 1.00 0.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.11 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.08 1.00 1.00 0.11
TLSLOUP 0.49 0.44 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 0.81 1.00 0.49 1.00 1.00 0.49
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table B.4: High Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.04 0.02
OUPS5 0.02 0.00 0.84
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.02
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.02 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.01 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.98 0.60 0.59 1.00 1.00 0.23 0.25
TL 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97
TLOUPS 0.03 0.01 1.00 0.60 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.37 0.01
TLOUPS5 0.02 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.03 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.04 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 0.99 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.70 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table B.5: High Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.05 0.08 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01
SLOUP 0.64 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
SLSMOTE 0.35 0.23 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.03
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TL 1.00 0.18 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
TLOUPS75 0.17 0.02 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 0.92 1.00 0.00 0.92 1.00 0.02 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.13 0.04 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.57
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table B.6: High Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.42 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.14 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table B.7: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.95 0.35
OUPS5 0.66 0.00 1.00
OUPS75 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.55 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.03 0.77 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00
TLOUPS 0.69 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.84
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.08 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.34 0.23
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.31 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.68 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.01 0.32 1.00 0.14 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.05
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Table B.8: Medium Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 0.66 0.00 0.01
SLOUP 0.97 0.54 0.00 0.73 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.11
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
TL 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.02 0.69 1.00 0.12
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.16 1.00 0.01 0.00
TLOUPS75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.90 1.00 0.45 1.00 0.00 0.02
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.97 1.00 0.18 0.00 0.64 0.51
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.72 0.01 0.15
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table B.9: Medium Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS75 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.40 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.39 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.66 0.98 0.84 0.15
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.22 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table B.10: Low Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.13 0.06 0.02
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.27 0.13 0.02 1.00 0.47
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.07 0.00 0.37 1.00 0.07 0.09
TLOUPS5 0.01 0.00 0.08 1.00 0.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07
TLOUPS75 0.03 0.00 0.16 1.00 0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.01 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.41
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.37 1.00 0.22 0.29 1.00 0.41 0.12 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.03 0.05 1.00 0.51 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table B.11: Low Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.72 0.43 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.75
SLOUP 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.38 0.04
SLSMOTE 0.09 0.01 0.16 0.43 0.05 1.00
SMOTE 0.19 0.08 0.08 1.00 0.19 1.00 1.00
TL 0.07 0.01 0.14 0.59 0.08 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.26 0.14 0.22
TLOUPS5 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06
TLOUPS75 0.23 0.09 0.01 1.00 0.26 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.48 0.38 0.33 1.00 0.28 0.06
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.08 0.15 1.00 0.04 0.01 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.48
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Table B.12: Low Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.38 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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APPENDIX C: SVM LINEAR STATISTICAL TESTS (HOLMMETHOD)
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Table C.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.2: Extreme Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.3: Extreme Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.4: High Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.5: High Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.79 0.79 0.83 1.00 0.79 0.86 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 0.79 0.79 0.86 1.00 0.80 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.80 0.73 0.83 0.95
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.71 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.71
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Table C.6: High Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.7: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.8: Medium Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.9: Medium Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93
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Table C.10: Low Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.11: Low Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.12: Low Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN TL TLSLSMOTE TLSMOTE TLSLOUP TLOUPS75 TLOUPS5 TLOUPS SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
TL 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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APPENDIX D: LDA STATISTICAL TESTS (HOLMMETHOD)
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Table D.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.06 0.21 0.43
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.15
SLOUP 0.32 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.08 1.00 0.07
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.10 1.00 0.41 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.78 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.42 1.00 0.93 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.06 1.00 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.62
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.07 1.00 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.25 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.27 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.00 0.04 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table D.3: Extreme Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.01
OUPS5 0.03 0.08 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.06
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.03 1.00 0.57
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 0.19 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.19 1.00 0.17 1.00 0.00 0.06 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table D.4: High Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.09 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.90
SMOTE 1.00 0.93 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 0.27 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.02 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.50 0.10 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table D.5: High Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01
TL 0.78 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.48 1.00 1.00 0.27
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.31 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.61 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.40 1.00 0.74 0.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
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Table D.6: High Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.07 0.22
OUPS5 0.58 1.00 0.25
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.18 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.07 0.22 1.00 0.25 0.19 0.41 0.02 1.00 0.03
TLOUPS5 0.01 0.35 1.00 0.25 0.23 0.91 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.40 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.57 0.20 1.00 0.30 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.01
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Table D.7: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.01 0.05
OUPS5 0.59 1.00 0.10
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.13 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.03 1.00 0.31 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.38
TL 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.01 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.35 0.02
TLOUPS5 0.10 1.00 0.16 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 0.17
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.37 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.97 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.51 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.05 1.00 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.21 0.01 1.00 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.01
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Table D.8: Medium Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.02 0.02 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.10 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.02 0.02 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.39
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.08
TL 0.18 0.21 0.00 1.00 0.24 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.36 0.01 0.07 0.24 1.00 0.29 0.00
TLOUPS75 0.04 0.04 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.21 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.31
TLSLOUP 0.04 0.04 0.00 1.00 0.05 0.31 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.53 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.05 0.05 0.00 1.00 0.05 0.25 0.69 1.00 0.26 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table D.9: Medium Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table D.10: Low Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.05 0.09 0.00
OUPS75 0.17 0.11 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.01 0.02 0.01 1.00 0.70
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.47 1.00
SMOTE 0.01 0.03 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 0.08 0.10 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.48 0.85 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.02 1.00 0.33 0.27 0.09 0.02
TLOUPS75 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.78 0.34 1.00 1.00 0.36 0.10 0.03 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.03 0.01 0.21 0.16 0.01 0.02 0.48 1.00 0.78
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.02 0.01 0.24 0.19 0.01 0.02 0.16 1.00 0.71 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table D.11: Low Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.25 0.12 0.04
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.29
SLOUP 0.97 0.62 0.09 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.27 0.09 0.12 1.00 0.34 1.00
SMOTE 0.08 0.00 0.12 1.00 0.12 1.00 1.00
TL 0.35 0.12 0.15 1.00 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.14 0.01 0.33 0.29 0.55 0.36
TLOUPS5 0.10 0.09 0.32 1.00 0.09 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.44
TLOUPS75 0.29 0.12 0.35 1.00 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.57 0.03 0.57 0.63 0.90 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.01 0.01 1.00 0.36 0.01 0.28 0.33 0.43 0.34 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02
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Table D.12: Low Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.24 0.14
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.05
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.04 0.01 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.10 0.20
TLOUPS5 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.24
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.15 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.01 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.72 0.15 0.14 0.01 0.02 1.00 0.01 0.21 0.02 0.01
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Table D.2: Extreme Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.50 0.12 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.14
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.29 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.86 0.59 0.00 1.00 0.70 0.27
SMOTE 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.70 0.06 0.06 0.07
TL 1.00 0.82 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.07
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.55 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.45 0.06 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.91 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.07 1.00 0.00 0.06
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.06 1.00 0.00 0.05 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.25 0.26 0.00 1.00 0.26 0.06 0.50 0.07 0.51 0.00 0.06 0.86 0.16
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00
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APPENDIX E: LOGISTIC REGRESSION STATISTICAL TESTS (HOLM
METHOD)
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Table E.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.11 0.22
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.11 0.61
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.31 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.48 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.22 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.11 0.22 1.00 1.00 0.11 0.31 0.04 0.21 0.08
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.15 0.30 0.06 1.00 0.15 0.43 0.06 0.30 0.11 0.04 1.00 0.15 0.11 0.05
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Table E.2: Extreme Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.35 0.26
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.26 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.06 0.99 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 0.69 1.00 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.10
TL 1.00 1.00 0.19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.49
TLOUPS 0.35 0.26 1.00 1.00 0.26 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.19
TLOUPS5 0.28 0.19 1.00 1.00 0.19 1.00 0.04 0.14 0.12 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 1.00 0.20 0.13
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.25 0.21 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.15 1.00 0.07 0.04 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.72
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Table E.3: Extreme Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table E.4: High Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.86 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.83 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.00 0.01 0.19 0.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.13 0.00 0.05 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.82
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.00 0.01 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table E.5: High Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.25 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 0.21 0.08 1.00 1.00 0.33 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.08
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.18 0.18 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table E.6: High Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.13 0.06
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.57
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.23 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.13 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.17 0.06 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 0.17
TL 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.36
TLOUPS 0.11 0.05 1.00 0.50 0.20 1.00 0.11 1.00 0.08
TLOUPS5 0.12 0.05 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.13 1.00 0.01 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.29 0.55
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.18 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.12 0.16 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.72 0.41 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85
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Table E.7: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.02
OUPS5 0.18 0.21 0.20
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 0.03 1.00 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.30
TL 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75
TLOUPS 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.27 1.00 0.12 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.07
TLOUPS75 0.45 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.31 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 1.00 0.07 0.04 0.01 0.01
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Table E.8: Medium Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.90 1.00
OUPS5 0.04 0.00 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.38
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.33 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34 1.00
TL 0.47 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 0.63 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 0.03 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.10 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table E.9: Medium Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.74 1.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table E.10: Low Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.84 0.84 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.39 0.20
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.84 0.07 1.00
SMOTE 0.21 0.15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.56 1.00
TL 0.04 0.11 0.01 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.01
TLOUPS5 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.19 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.62 0.57 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.16 0.01 0.04 1.00 0.53 0.16
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.08 0.00 0.02 1.00 0.33 0.08 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table E.11: Low Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.07 0.07
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.06
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.43
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.19 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.24 1.00 0.34 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 0.78 0.19 1.00 0.14 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.25 1.00 0.31 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.12 0.17 1.00 0.08 0.01 0.58 0.46 0.83 0.58
TLOUPS5 0.44 0.51 0.43 0.79 0.05 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.13 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.23 0.28 1.00 0.51 0.03 0.79 0.80 1.00 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.34 0.32 1.00 1.00 0.02 1.00 0.61 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.01 0.02 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05
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Table E.12: Low Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.92 0.54
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.14
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.22 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.13 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 0.86
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.98 0.32 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.05 0.01 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.48 0.43 0.02 0.14 1.00 0.00 0.26 0.11 0.48
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APPENDIX F: NEURAL NETWORKS STATISTICAL TESTS (HOLM
METHOD)
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Table F.1: Extreme Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.29 0.81 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.15
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.05 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.78 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.40 0.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.76
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.2: Extreme Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.10 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.02 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.08
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.22 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
SMOTE 1.00 0.05 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.84 1.00 0.40 1.00 0.82
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 1.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 0.01 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.03
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 0.19 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.01
TLSMOTE 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.60 0.00 0.02 0.50 0.01 0.00 0.03
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Table F.3: Extreme Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.27 0.39 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.27
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.05 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.48 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.4: High Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.09 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.90
SMOTE 1.00 0.93 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 0.27 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.02 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.50 0.10 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.5: High Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.01 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.12 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.33 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.04 0.20 0.01
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.09 0.83 0.04 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.55 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.06 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.89 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.83 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.20 0.14 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00
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Table F.6: High Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 0.17 0.00 0.69 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 1.00 0.12 0.00 0.52 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.01 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.7: Medium Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 0.85 0.00 1.00 0.69 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 0.14 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 0.10 0.07 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.73 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00 1.00 0.73
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.8: Medium Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.01
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.97 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.27
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.32 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.69 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.10
TLSMOTE 0.02 0.04 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.01 1.00 0.34 0.39 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00
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Table F.9: Medium Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.01
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.97 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.27
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
TLOUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.32 0.46 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.69 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.14 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.10
TLSMOTE 0.02 0.04 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.01 1.00 0.34 0.39 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.00 1.00
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Table F.10: Low Imbalance Sensitivity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.00 0.17 1.00
OUPS75 0.13 1.00 0.02 1.00
SLOUP 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.36 1.00 0.03 1.00 1.00 0.18
SMOTE 0.03 1.00 0.45 1.00 1.00 0.40 1.00
TL 0.01 1.00 0.72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.31 0.02 1.00 0.02 0.34 0.23 0.05
TLOUPS75 0.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00 0.09 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table F.11: Low Imbalance Specificity p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.11 0.27 0.01
OUPS75 1.00 0.51 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 1.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
TLOUPS5 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.12 0.08
TLOUPS75 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.35 0.32 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.21 0.01 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.44 1.00 0.96 0.55 0.03 0.14 0.49 0.02 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 0.13 0.01 0.11 0.37 0.08 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.32 0.37 0.05 0.28
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Table F.12: Low Imbalance G Mean p Values (Holm Method)
ENN NONE OUPS OUPS5 OUPS75 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE TL TLOUPS TLOUPS5 TLOUPS75 TLSLOUP TLSLSMOTE
NONE 1.00
OUPS 0.00 1.00
OUPS5 0.07 1.00 1.00
OUPS75 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82
SMOTE 0.43 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TL 0.23 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLOUPS 0.00 0.07 0.75 0.09 0.47 1.00 0.02 0.36 0.39
TLOUPS5 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92
TLOUPS75 0.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.07 1.00
TLSLOUP 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 1.00
TLSLSMOTE 0.17 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.12 1.00 1.00 1.00
TLSMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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APPENDIX G: OVERSAMPLING COMPARISONS STATISTIAL TESTS
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Table G.1: Overall Results Sensitivity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.25 0.01
SLSMOTE 0.01 0.01 0.85
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 0.00 0.33 0.01 0.00 0.00
OUPS75 0.68 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.27 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.01 0.01
NONE 0.85 0.00 0.07 0.10 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.01
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Table G.2: Overall Results Specificity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.09 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00
OUPS75 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.28 0.09 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00
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Table G.3: Overall Results G Mean Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.01 0.00 0.03
SMOTE 0.15 1.00 1.00 0.46
SLOUP 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00
OUPS75 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00
OUPS5 0.51 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 1.00
OUPS 0.31 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.46 0.00 0.05 0.08
NONE 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.84 0.93 0.03
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Table G.4: Probablistic Learners Sensitivity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.29
SMOTEBL2 1.00 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.96 0.94 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.13 1.00 0.91 0.00 0.50 0.08
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.00
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Table G.5: Probablistic Learners Specificity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 1.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 1.00 1.00 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS5 0.01 0.28 0.04 0.06 0.00 1.00 0.01
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table G.6: Probablistic Learners G Mean Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.24
SMOTEBL2 0.88 1.00
SLSMOTE 0.73 0.73 1.00
SMOTE 1.00 0.02 0.00 1.00
SLOUP 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06
OUPS75 1.00 0.41 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97
OUPS5 1.00 0.31 0.73 1.00 1.00 0.72 1.00
OUPS 1.00 0.40 0.00 1.00 0.06 0.71 1.00 1.00
NONE 1.00 0.20 0.69 1.00 1.00 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table G.7: Neural Networks Sensitivity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.00 1.00 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 1.00 0.02 0.46 0.01 0.00
OUPS75 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.03
OUPS5 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.02 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 1.00 0.31 0.01 0.43 0.00 1.00 0.43 0.43 0.00
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Table G.8: Neural Networks Specificity Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.03 0.03 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 0.83 0.83 0.03 1.00 0.00
OUPS75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
OUPS5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.83
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 0.09 1.00 0.18 0.71 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table G.9: Neural Networks G Mean Statistical Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SMOTEBL2 SLSMOTE SMOTE SLOUP OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.83 0.02
SLSMOTE 0.00 0.53 1.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SLOUP 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.50 0.00
OUPS75 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
OUPS5 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.35 0.00 1.00 1.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
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Table G.10: SVM Sensitivity Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE SMOTEBL2 OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.02
SLOUP 0.00 0.22
SLSMOTE 0.89 0.04 0.00
SMOTE 1.00 0.64 0.00 1.00
SMOTEBL2 0.10 0.89 0.04 0.22 1.00
OUPS75 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.89 0.00
OUPS5 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.90 0.00 1.00
OUPS 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 0.36 0.41
NONE 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.90 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.43
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Table G.11: SVM Specificity Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE SMOTEBL2 OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.01
SLOUP 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.01 0.28 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.09 0.00
OUPS75 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.37 0.35 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.28 0.00
OUPS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NONE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table G.12: SVM G Mean Test p Values (Holm Method)
LNSMOTE SMOTEBL1 SLOUP SLSMOTE SMOTE SMOTEBL2 OUPS75 OUPS5 OUPS
SMOTEBL1 0.01
SLOUP 0.00 0.00
SLSMOTE 0.23 0.03 0.00
SMOTE 0.00 0.05 0.79 0.00
SMOTEBL2 0.03 0.60 0.00 0.07 0.01
OUPS75 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
OUPS5 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.79
OUPS 0.00 0.06 0.72 0.00 0.79 0.01 0.00 0.00
NONE 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.79 0.00
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